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AB3TSACT

Th€ inventory model used by th^ U. S. Navy for aviation

repairable items was analyzed and fourd -c be deficient in

two major areas. The nsethod in wnicb inpu*: data is used is

found tc be cverly cciserva tive. The underlying thecr=tical

model was idenrifisd as an '.1/M/oo cusueing model. The

assumpticn cf unlimited repair; capacity in this model is not

valid for application -o Navy maintenar.ce ac*ivi-i = s.

An alternate inventory model is developed which subs-an-

tially improves on these d sficiencies. The proposed model

theorizes two parallel repair processes dif ferentiat id by

the existence or absence of a waiting pctrts time. Each cf -he

repair processes is modelled with an My'M/l queueing model.

Simulaticn with data o;:tained froii the USS RANGES 1983

deplcyient supports the contenticr. thut. the proposed model

does a superior job cf estiiiating mveiitory requirements.
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I. THE PROBLEH

ft. SOrPOBTIlSG Nl?iL AVIATION AT THE RETAIL LEVEL

'' - 1^ g P =^ ir a b le Items are the Kqv to Succsss

Iwer.ty four hours a day, in most corners of the

wcrld^. aircraft of the United Sta-es Na^y are being launched

and rv£c.cver«d as they undertake their oiissions in support of

natior-ai objectives. VThe effective accomplishment of each

missiCA: is dependent upon having sufficient numbers of

airrrrsft ready to fly and to perform at -liheir fullest capa-

bility. J Tc support this goal, the Navy has built an

ext-J^neive sys-cem of maintenance facilities and supply

points, Ibh ir oily purpose is to ensure tha- the readiness

cf th-? Nava'. Air Force is kept high.

The key ccrcept in minimizing the downtime- of

degrad'5'i aircraft is the philosophy of "remcve and replace".

This ?:rograii is designed to maximize the availability of

aircrai't by quickly identifying any malfunctioning unit,

removing it, and rapidly installing another unit that has

b'?.ev. positioned at the support base for that purpose. The

lalf uictioning unit rray then be disposed of or repaired, as

appropriate.

(As technology has advanced, the level cf complexity

(and the associated cost) of the avionics and weapon systems

has been increased_ij This has led system planners and

designers tc the decision tc repair as much of each unit as

can possibly be done, and to support this repair at the

maintenance organization closest to the operating site.

The repair cf the repairable malfunctioning units

(henceforth called "NRFI r epairables" , meaning "not ready

for issue" repairable units) becomes a critical task.

11





Idantifyirg the fault, fixing or replacing subunits, and

certifying the irem BFI (ready for issue) before it is

needed to replace an item on anorher aircraft becomes a

challenging logistics task. If the repair takes too long, or

if parts needed to repair it are not available, the next

failure en an aircraft may cause the entire aircraft to be

left in a degraded mode, and the capability to perfcrni a

irissicn may he denied. Providing an adequate support system

for repairing the NEFI repairables, and for mairtaining

sufficient EFI inventories tc meet expected demands, is the

key to mission readiness.

2 • S ur a es , Cycles , and Forecast ing

The system today has some significant problem areas

that pericdically cause concern at various levels of manage-

irent. Each ship and air station supporting Naval Aviation

has experienced situations in which the available support

has seemed inadeguate. These periods may be characterized by

the cccurrence of lany inventory shortages and backed-up

repair lines. Fleet exercises, sudden unanticipated commit-

ments, or new surveillance targets have all caused increased

demand that seems tc strain the system to the limit. As the

duration of this heavy demand period lengthens, more

extracrdinary measures are undertaken: cannibalizaticn of

ccwned aircraft and cf NRFI items becomes necessary, and

extra quantities of critical items are demanded frcm ether

support activities. It becomes extremely distressing tc

those in command ./hen this situation exists, especially when

they realize that the new mission, exercise, or task at hand

may fce a close realization to the level of ccirmi-^ment

required by the operating forces if they had to mobilize for

a war.

12





The inventory level and repair capability is

supposedly designed to support full mobilization operations.

The shcrtccmings displayed when actually requir^G to

approach that operational tempo are cause for serious

concern. The inability to anticipate demand, and to

adequately provide a system to meet this demand, exists to

some extent in any military logistics system. Failures are

random, and the ability to forecast, accurately is the

subject of considerable research. However, the surge

problem is not one of predicting failures for any give-

item, but rather of anticipating increased demand across the

entire inventory, and thereby providing enough maintenance

capacity (with associated sub-units and piece parts) or ar.

expanded inventory sc that the aircraft can be kept flying

and the irissions fulfilled for the duration of the heavy

demand period.

E. HCW aUCH INVENTORY?

'' • i§2i^S °1§ In vento r y System Ob jective s

As the current system has evolved, managGment of the

repair facilities and the supporting supply points has

become increasingly mere complex. Costs of inventories, test

faciliti€£, technical documentation, and the training and

retention of maintenance personnel have all been growing

with thr costs of the systems to be supported. Each of these

areas has to compete with each other and with other rrcgrams

for funding in a scarce resource environment. It is abso-

lutely vital then that planners and analysts be able to make

tradeoff decisions between the various logistic elements

requiring funds and to build the overall system to prcvide

the needed support at the lowest cost.

13





Analysis techniques for evaluating levrl cf repair

(Ref. 1], and logistics support [Sef. 2], have been a=-ab-

lished by the Departient of Defense, ' In such < planned

system estimates must be made of inventory reqnirenents and

maintenance capabilities long before the first system is

operational in the fleet. Significant problacns can arise,

however, if the planning assumptions for funding or manpower

are irccrrect, or if the operators of the syst^:m are igno-

rant cf the planning and do things their own way. Beth of

these situations affect the current method for maintaining

the repairatles inventories so vital to mission success.

The current procedures used for establishing the

allowances cf repairable items to be stocked at a given

support site do not consider the capacity or configuration

cf the iraintenance activity, the levels cf sub-components

and piece parts being stocked, or any cost-tr5d = ci"f clan for

deternining what is the best nix for adequate support.

Despite these shortcomings, the existing syste.n has been

trade tc work through the dedicated efforts cf ij-iny supply

and iraintenance personnel, both military and civilian.

These personnel have had to ccpe with perioiic severe

material shortages, extraordinary expediting, anc nurrerous

stopgap measures in order to provide support. It is aianda-

tcry that those who design the system recognize the

shortcomings and work towards impr cvemen-^. Just such an

effort has teen underway for the last fiv^ years.

2 . P I M S TO P

In 1974, the then Deputy Secretary of Defense, W. ?.

Clements, directed that a study be undertaken to examine the

stockage policies that had evolved within the various

services and the Defense Supply Agency. That study was

issued in 1976 and b€came known as RIMSTOP, an acronym for

the DCD Betail Inventory Management and Stockage Policy. Its

14





purpose was to ^xaaiiia the wdy that retail level support was

actually beir.g provided by the military services, and to

attempt to set some overall guidelines that should be

followed for these inventories. Out of RIMSTCF came

specific policy guidance in the form of DOD Directive

U140.4U, and DOD Instructions 4140.45 (for consumable items)

and 4140.46 (repairable items). Some of the recommendations

for repairable inventories, as listed in DODI 4140.46

[Ref. 3], were:

Levels of reparable iteiss shill be determined as a func-
tion of maintenance replace'nents and shall be tailored
to individual item charac ten 3-ics relaxed to conditions
existing at the individual intermediate level supply
point. . ..

The following levels will be computed for each repa-
rable iteir to be stccKsd at -.he intermediate level on a
demand-supported basis:

(1) Bepair Cycle Level (RCL)

(2) Crder and Shipping Timn Level (OSTL)

(3) Safety Level (SL). Tbe 3L is a function of the prob-
abilities that the repair cycle time will be
exceeded, the order and shipping time «ill be
«xc«edad- the maintenance replacement rate will b*^

higher than forecasted, and a number of maintenance
replacements, anticipated for repair at the
activity, will require resupply rrom external
sources. The SL consijers the degree of risk of
stockout and is computed as

SI = t X s (RLD) ,

where: t - safety level parameter

s(RLD) ~ Standard deviation of maintenance
reolccement during the leadtime
which is the weighted averaqe of
ECT (repair cycle time) and OSI
(order and shipping time)

.

The safety level parameter t will be selected by the
DcD Component concerned, and may not exceed three
standard deviations of maintenance replacement
during leadtime.

(4) Operation Level (OL)

(5) Eeplenishment

15





Thfe Navy has used this guidance as a springboard for

examining current inventory supporr procedures and has been

succsssfui in oiDtaining funding through the Program

Objectives J^-s-^c randum (POM) process for initiatives based

upon this review. Ihe basic approach, however, has been to

put additioEal band-aids on the current system in attempts

to make it work better, rather than starting over from

scratch tc try tc develop a system that will do a better job

cf estimating the system needs. The purpose of this thesis

was tc takp the latter approach, searching for a better

method to dc r.he job.

A no3i5Gr of areas of investigation are explored in

this thesis. The current model for computing inventcry

levels assumes that there will not be any capacity

constraint. An alternate model is proposed to atteipt to

explicitly deal v«itfc capacity constraints. The current

system us-:;S cnly a small number of data elements available

in the aviation 3- M data collection system, and what it is

allowed to us<? is censored rather severely. The effects of

censcring s'la-. c.ata is examined, and the use of other

available date els'ments is explored.

Ihe follofing sequence will be used in presenting

the analysis in the rest of the thesis. Chapter II

discusses zY.-i present system and the underlying model at

some depth and analyzes the theoretical assumptions cf the

model. Cbdpti-,>r III proposes an alternate model. Chapter IV

compares the existing and proposed models, and includes seme

examples cf iiow they behave. Chapter V presents a simula-

tion usii^g real data obtained from the USS RANGES (CV-61).

Chapter VI provides a summary of results, conclusions, and

recomirendations for continued research.

16





II. THE CORRENT MODEL

A. AIIOWAHCE DETERMINATION

Allowances cf material to b9 stockad at any givsn avia-

tion support point are largely determined through a process

called AVCAL (Aviaticn Consolidated Allowance Lis-), which

is managed by rhe Navy Aviation Supply Office (ASC)

,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The process of generating a

coiplete AVCAL is quits complex, but. the basic underlying

moiel used for repairable items is fairly straightforward.

1 • ?or ecastinq D saq e

First, all available maintenance and supply da-'-a on

repairable usage for the previous support period are gath-

ered. This data may come from a varie-y of sources. In the

case cf an aircraft carrier, for example, analysis will

include gathering and comparing data from xhe Aviation 3-M

data base (maintained by the Navy ;:iain-enanca Support Office

(NAMSC) , Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania) , supply usage data

provided by the ship, and usage rates that have be^n devel-

oped for specific items as the result of various logistic

conferences. Once this data has been accumulated and vali-

dated, it is converted into aggregate usage rates by

dividing total demand by the total number of flying hours

that generated the demand. These rates are then used to

forecast demand for the next support period by multiplying

them by the total number of flying hours that WSPD's (Weapon

System Planning Docunents) call for. Separate forecasts are

generated by this process for the expected nunber cf

successful repairs (Equation 2.1) and for actions where

17





repair has been declared beyond the capabiliry of the local

Kainterance activity (BCM) (Equation 2.2).*

let

NR = actual number of successfully repaired units,
from -he reporting period data base;

NB = actual number of units declared BCM, from the
reporting period data base;

FH = flying hours accomplished during the reporting
period

;

FH» = flying hours forecast for a future
support pericd;

NR* = repair fcrecast, in number of units; and

N3' = ECM forecast, in number of units.

Then

FH
md

NR'= NR- ^'
,

<2-^'

NB'-NB-^ . ,2.2,

^Variable notation will use the followinq format: "N "

will indicate a count of some action; for example, "NR" is
the ccunt of the number of repairs during an interval. "F "

is the exDected number in a process (also called tie
expected pipeline guantity) ; "PR" is the expected number of
units in the repair piceline. "Q " indicates an allowance
quantity that Drcvides an appropriate degree cf safety level
protection to 'a process: "OR" is the protected quantity
computed by an inventory model to support a specified repair
pipeline cuantity at a given safety level. "N_" and "? "

variables 'super-scripted with a prime (') indicate that tie
variable represents a forecast, rather than an observation.

18





2» Repair Turnaround Time

In the case of repairs, additional data is gath-^-red

on the average length of time that an item is in th= r'.pair

cycl€. This is alsc done through the use of the 3-M data

tase, with data elements collected as shewn in Figure 2.1 .

Data for €ach of these is taken from the Aviation 3-:-l '/.ii^ual

Inforiaticn Display System/Maintenance Action ^^'orm

(VIDS/MAF), the basic source document for most a</ia;icn

maintecance data reporting. All of the time data for ir.eas-

uring the repair cycle turnaround time (TAT) is ccllect'-vi as

an integer number of days, simply by noting the difference

in Julian dates between key events in the repair process.

Total TAT for each repair action is simply the suj; r.f the

four element times. Each of the four TAT element limits is

appli€d to each repair action in the data base; the limit

for total TAT is applied against the average TAT for alZ

actions cf a given item.

2

At this point, a few observations about this crccess;

sre appropriate. In order to develop an effective invc-iitcry

system, it would seem necessary to measure the peri:d oi:

time between the removal of an RFI item from inventory, and

the receipt of a replacement. 3y using the tij.es frcm the

repair cycle, two important assumptions are being iiade.

First, it is assumed that the removal of the NRFI aLit from

an aircraft occurs on the same date that the RFI unit is

issued. Ihis lay be generally true when the supported

customer and the supporting supply department are located

near each ether, and whan they adhere to the stated philos-

ophy cf "cne-f or-one" exchange. There are, however, many

forces
mits are

2Erccedural guidance provided to the operatma
refers to the TAT limits as "constraints". The li
not constraints in the technical sense. They are truncation
values that are applied so that any TAT element observation
greater thar. the specified limit is reduced to that limit
before being used for allowance computation.

19





A. Key events in the repair process are as fellow:

CI : Date of removal of the NE?I unit from the
aircraft.

C2 : Date of receipt of the ^7RFI unit a-^. the
IMA (intermediate maintenance activity) .

D3 : Work start date at the I1A work center.

DAI : Date work stcos because unit lust await
the arrival of material before comolation
of the repair. Unit is declareid -6 be in
"awaitir.g parts" (AWP) status.

DA2: Date unit clears AWP (material received).

CU : Repair ccmpleticn date.

B. The r«cair turraround time elements are defined
by the'above dates in the followir.g manner:

TAT element From date To date

IP : In-prcces2 time D1 D2
SKD: -'--••
RFB
SKD: Scheduling time D2 D3

Fepair time D3 D^*
less AWF time DAI DA2

AWP: Awaiting parts time DAI DA2

NOTE: Although AW? time is shown above as
being defined bv dates DA^ and DA 2,
in reality a unit may go AWP a number
of times; in that event, total AWP
time for a unit is computed by summing
the times reported for" each occurrence
of AWP status.

Data collected through the aviation 3-M system
is liiited to a maximum value o.s follows:

TAT element Limit (days)

IP : In-prccess time 1

SKD: Scheduling time 3
FPB: Fepair time 8
AWP: Awaiting Parts time 20

TAT: Tctal time 20 (unit average)

Figure 2.1 Repair Tarnaround Ti»e Eleaents.
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ins^£r.c = £ where this assumption is not valid. Supply

depar + raants are frequently called upon for off-sta-ion

support in which thsy mc-iy be required to send material to

activities hundreds or thousands of miles away. In these

cases, tl:e removal date and the issue date may be very

different, depending en -^he situation. Additionally, there

are classes of items for which the "one-for-one" exchange

principle is waived because of the nature of *he repair to

be undertaken. For example, remain- in-place (SIP) iteirs are

specifically exeirptad.

The second implicit assumption is that a unit will

te available from inventory as soon as it is made RFI.

Again, this may be valid for many items, but tne administra-

tive process of identifying the item to a national stcck

number, uf dating reccrds;, and storing the unit is not auto-

matic. Unfortunately, the data base does net include these

supply tiires, and the exact extent of the effect is unknown.

However, it is fair to assume that the period measured by

the repair cycle is -i conservative estimate for actual

cf f -the-shelf time experienced by the supply activity.

Existing policy provides that turnaround ime

elements for every repair action and for every repairable

item be compared to limits. maximum allowable values.

before being ccn^-idered in the allowance determination

process. The use of these limits presents a different

problem in the development of an effective inventory.

The limits currently in use were shown in Figure 2.1

and were developed at ASO in a study conducted in 1977

[Ref. 4]. In that study, TAT data for a small group cf

items ware collected. The TAT elements were assumed inde-

pendent, 30 each element was analyzed separately. An input

data censer, or limit, was determined at approximately the

ninetieth percentile of the cumulative distribution function

for the data element times. The times given in Figure 2.1

were the results.
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The raascn fcr the us^ of limiLS is not providsd in

available insxr ucticns or other documentation, HcwTver,

there hav<: been two informal reasons provided in discussions

with senior personnel. First, that it is necessary to

protect aqainst erroneous values entering the data base and

significantly increasing average the TAT. This is a legiti-

n-at^ ccnc'Ern with the 3-M system. The other reason is to

"net rewa;:d the bad actors". Lack of proper management of

aviaticn repairables could conceivably cause lengthened

TAT ' s , and consequently larger allowances. To what ex-ent

the current limits prevent this is unknown.

In either case, however, it is reasonable tc ques-

tion the validity of -che current, limits as applied tc all

items. Cne problem is that intermediate maintenance activi-

ties (IlIAs) routinely repair items as diverse as engines,

avionics, ictor blades, airframes, and instruments. By

taking only a small sample of items, and by lumping the data

together, it is possible that there are classes of items or

certcin *ypes of repair processes that are more restricted

by the limi-s than are others.

I ven if we accept, the premise that all items have

the same universal mean TAT, there is another way in which

thes-r limits inhibit proper support. If the underlying

distribution cf each TAT element is exponential, acceptance

of only the bottom ninety percent of the data has the effect

of r-iducing the mean tc 90% of its original value. This

point can be easily shown. Let, S be the level of data

accepted (e.g., 0.90). Then solve for the value T that will

provide that level using:

~ I - e
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Solving for T givas:

J^ - i- SLnCl-s),

Next, find the mean of the distribution that is cansor^d at

point T as fellows:

jU, = ^ \^ ^~ ^ d>^ + {}'^)T
>

which selves as:

Substituting:

^.- ^[ ^-{),\r)<i^^'].{i'S)T

e ~ i-s.

_ »

yialds:

(I-S ) ( = -- (i-s)jU C/-s)^

and the proportion of tha original maan (1/x) raprasantad by

XL is:

'A

^ 5 .

Setting the lAT limits at tha SOth parcantila has

the affact cf only accepting data within 1.3 standard aavia-

tions cf the tru= mean of the underlying distribution. (Tha

goth percentile cf an exponential distribution occurs at a

value approximat aly 2.3 times the mean, or 1.3 standard

deviaticns greater than the mean, since the maan and

standard deviaticn are tha same.)

The HIMSroP repairable instruction, [Ref. 3], speci-

fied that the repair cycle time could be protected at a

level nc greater than thra a standard deviations, which would
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ke a li'rtl? higher than th«5 98th psrcantile. It is iinpcs-

sibie to do this if the TAT observations for the underlying

process are limited using the current values. Again, th=

current system of developing allowances uses a deliberately

conservative approach.

3« Current Bange Rule s

Various range rules are in use to determine if any

allowance fcr an iteir is justified. Table I provides thsse

TABL2 I

Existing Allowance Model Range Rules I

A. Local Repair Cycle Requirement (LRCE) 1

To qualify fcr an LRCR allowance, an item mus-
|

have a forecast for the expected number of units
|

in the repair cycle of at least 0.111. This S

translates to a minimum of two repairs: oer ye^r j

taking the maximum of twenty days average' TAT, cr
j

any ether combination of repairs x average TAT |

egual tc cr greater than 40 davs/ysar I

(j.33 days/month).
*

i

B.- Attrition allowance f

I

Tc qualify fcr an attrition allowance, an item {'

jiust satisry cne of -the following:
]

IRC5 quantity Unit price Minimum forecast
authorized BCM rate

Yes All 1 oer 3 months
(: 333/mcnth)

No > $50 00 1 per 6 months
( . 16 7/mcnth)

No < $50 00 1 per 9 months
(. 11 1/month)

rules, which are published by ASO [Hef. 5]. Seme of the

more astute operators in the field have pointed out that
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thes€ rang9 rules are not always consistent with good

support. It has been noted that it is to a customer's

advantage to ensure that a moderate demand repairable with

lew TAT has at least two BCM's during a year in order to

assure that an allowance of at least one is maintained at

the station. Alternately, it might be to their advantage to

lengthen the TAT in some way, again to ensure that an allow-

ance cf one is justified. A zero allowance fcrces every

failure to become a situation degrading an aircraft;

increased support is provided if an item satisfies; the range

rule.

E. HCDEIS DSING THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION

1- Ihl Current- Model

The following procedure is used for determining the

final allowance quantity, given validated inp it dita.

a) A forecast for the expected number cf units in the

repair cycle at any given time is ccipputed using the

forecast from Equation 2.1 as follows:

let

t' = length of forecast period;

NS' = total forecast repairs over (0,t') ;

TAT = average -^xDerisnced turnarcaric, time
(after limits applied) ; and

PR* = forecast number of units in the
repair pipeline.

Then:

(2.3)

b) This quantity is used as the parameter in a Pcisson

distribution to find the number of units (QH) that need

te stocked so that the CDF of the distribution at QR is
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closes-

0.9C) .

zh<i policy safety lavsl (currently =5- as

1) Fi-nd the sirallest Qu that satisfies:

3^ -(w V
0,90 < 1. € . i^'f^)

c -o
i.

(2.U)

2) Le-c Ql = Qu - 1

3) Ccmputs the prot.ectio:i Isvel afforded by Ql and

Qu.

U) If the prctecxion level at Ql is closer tc 0.90

than that at Qu, let QR = Ql; otherwise, QB = Qu.

c) A quantity of one is then added to QR for operating

level (OL) , and this becomes rhe LRCR:

L?.CE = QR + 1.

d) Separately, a quantity of material to support expected

attritions from the repair cycle (BCM's) is computed.

This quantity is de^erTiined using the 3CM forecast for

the endurance period {":) from Equation 2,2 (Hounding

for all allowances is at -he 0,5 level, excep- for the

first Unix added in accord ctnce with the range rules.)

Aztritior quantity - NB'.

e) The attri-ion quantity is added to the LRCR quantity to

provide -che final allowance:

Allowance •- LRCR + NB«.

2- The EI^AIR Pip_eline Model

As previously indicated, RIHSXOP provided an impetus

for examining the existing repairable aodel, and a number of

deficiencies were found. It. was recognized that the quan-

tity provided as an attrition allowance, which was

theoretically provided to support war-ime mobilization
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cparations uith resupply delayed or cut off, was ir. fact

supporting the number of items in the wholesale resupply

pipeline during normal operations. Additionally, -hs at":ri-

tion allcwanc<=.- was being computed determinis-ically

.

Consequently, efforts were made smarting in 1978 re obtain

fundirg thicugh the FOM process; first, to suppom the

number cf items actually in the wholesale resupply pipeline

so that the endurance level would not be drawn down, and

secondly tc provide protection to this wholesale pipeline to

account for the stochastic nature both of the failures which

cause the BCM's, and of the resupply time itself. These

efforts to obtain funding coincided with the development cf

a model tc be used in computing allowances under the RIt!SIO?

guidelines. This mc(fel is called the RIMAIR pipeline model.

The BIMAIS pipeline model attempts to alleviate seme

cf the shcrtconings recognized in the previous model. I-^

includes *jhe acdition of stoclc to the attrition pcrticn of

the allowance tc support the expected order and shipping

time experienced during peacetime, and the addition of a

wholesale resuoply pipeline tc the repair cycle pipeline for

"the purpose of providing Poisson protection to the entire

pipelins. Investigations into the use of variable range and

depth techniques for providing better overall perfcrniance

for the dollars invested in inventory are also being

pursued. As of March 1983, however, none of the RIMAIR addi-

tives have actually been added to any activity's AVCAL, and

only the attrition pcrtion additivas have been approved and

funded. Significantly, however, the basic model, with the

established limits on TAT observations and the use of the

Pcisscn distribution for the computation of the safety

level, has not been changed.

The computations involved with the RI.MAIR pipeline

modal ar= more complicated than with the current model

because cf the way that the wartime mobilization requirement
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is ccirputed. Shortly after th9 3IMST0F instructions w^re

published, CoD provided additional guidance on the corrputa-

tion cf that mobilization requirement, in -he form of DcriNST

aiUO.U"?, [Hef. 6]. The actual pipeline model developed at

NAVSUF took this into account, and consequently became

considerably more difficult -co deal with. For the purpose of

this thesis, however, it is the underlying repair process

model that is being examined, and the complications cf the

mobilization additive will be ignored. A greatly siirplified

pipeline model results, which can be explained as follows.

a) Compute the expected repair pipeline quantity (PR*) as

in Equation 2.3 above:

TAT
?R« = NR" X .

b) Ccaipute the forecast wholesale resupply pipeline (PE*)

as fellows:

let

WTAT = expected wholesale resupply time;

then

WTAT
?B« = N3« X ,

c) Cefine the total forecast pipeline quantity (P') as the

sum of these,

pi = PR» + PB« .

d) Compute the protected pipeline quantity by using P' in

Equation 2.4 above. Find the quantity QP that provides

protection closest to 0.90.

e) The final allowance ( QT) is the quantity QP plus one

for operating Isvel (OL), plus any additives tha-^ lay

te allowed for wartime mobilization (QM) :

QT = QP + OL ^- QM.
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This model has sxplicitly allowed for the whci==sals

resapply cycla, and provides protection to the entire pip'?-

line, not just to the repair pipeline. Funding to support

•che allowances that it provides should greatly enhance fleet

support.

3. Ix§I£i:i. Allowances

a. Ihs Current Model

The following example is provided to illustrated

how the currenx system worlcs, followed by zhe changes made

as a result of using the RIMAIR pipeline methodology.

1) Input data is collected, and the following data is

provided for a three month period (parentheses indicate

the value used after the TAT limits are applied):

TAT element data, in days

BCMs: IP SKD RPR AWP TAT
BCM 1 1 1

- 2
ECM 2 1 — 1

BCM 3 1 1 7 10 19

Repairs: -

Repair 1 1 — 1

Repair 2 1 7 31 (20) 39(28)
Repair 3 2 3 — 5
Repair 4 —

Recair 5 1 1 1 — 3
Repair 6 1 2 1 - 4
Repair 7 4 (1) 9(8) 24 (20) 37(29)

5(3)Repair 8 5 (3)
—

Repair 9 1 1
— 2

Repair 10 3 2 3 8

Averages

:

Raw o.e 1.4 2.4 5.8 10.4
limited 0. 5 1.2 2.3 4.3 8.3

Notes: a) Table entries are the number of days re-
ported for the corresponding TAT element
and specified action.

b) Averages are based upon repairs only.

c) Dash marks for AWP column mean aw? status
did not occur, as opposed to an item going
into and out of AWP status the same 5ay.

2) In addition, the following data is provided:

a) Wholesale system resupply time (WTAT) is 26 days.

b) Total flying hours (FH) were 1453 hours.
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c) Endurance period (*,') is 60 days.

d) Program flying hours are 850/mon+h,

is 1700 hours.

3) Compute rhe LRCB as follows:

* vthe 1 = 101? FH

NR« = NR X ( FHVFH) ,

= 10 X ( 1700/1453) ,
= 11. 7 a nirs,

PR* = NR' X TAT/t«e
= 11.7 X 8.3/60,
= 1.62 units.

Fcisscr. orofcabilitias for a

n

1

2
3
4
5
6

f (n)

0.1979
0.3206
0.2597
0.1402
0.0568
0.01 84
0.0050

maan of 1.62 ar

F(n)

0.1979
0.5185
0.7732
0.9184*
0.9752
0.9936
0.9936

* n = 3 provides protection closss-

Theref ore

,0 0.90

QP = 3 units; and

LRCR = CP + 1/
= 4 units.

4) Ihs attrition allowance is ccmputad as follows;

NB' = NB X iFH'/FH),
= 3 X (1700/1453) ,
= 3.5 1,
= 4 units.

5) Ihe final allowance (QT) ,s

;

= LRCR + MS* ,
= 4+4,
= 8 units.

b. The RIJiAIR Pipeline Model

The procedure presented aoove is modified when

the RIMAIR pipeline model is used. Poisson protection is

applied to the attrition pipeline as well as to the repair

pipeline. The RIMAIR model procedure is as follows:

1) Collect and limit the input data as in steps a.1. and

a. 2. atcve.
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2) Compute the repair pipeline (P?.*)

step a. 3,

as it was dcr.3

PR» = 1,6 2 uni-.s.

3) The nuirber of items expected zo be in

pipeline (PE») are computed as follows,

forecast developed in step a. 4:

NB» = 3.51 units;

EB» = NB« X WTAT/t« .

= 3.51 X 26.0/60,
= 1.52 units.

4) Ictal pipeline allowance (?') is:

P« = PR* •• ?B' ,

=1.62 + 1.52,
=3.14 units.

Pcisscr protabilities for a mean of 3.14 are

n f (n

)

F (n

)

the wholesale

using the BC?1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.0433
0.1359
0.2134
0.2233
0.1753
0.1101
0.0576
0.0258
0.0101

0.04 33
0.1792
0.3926
0.6159
0.79 12
0.90 13^
0.9589
0.9848
0,99 4S

* n = 5 provides protection closest to 0.90.

Therefore
QP = 5 units.

5) The final allowance (QT) is obtained as follows:

QT = QP + OL * QM,
= 5 * 1 + OM,
= 6 + QK units.

It can readily be seen that this ccaputation is

in agreement with the RIMSTOP guidelines for rotail inven-

tory levels quoted in Chapter I. The various levels are

equated in Table II For the purpose of this thesis, it will

te assumed that any acbilization endurance quantity provided

will be the same regardless of whether the underlying peace-

time model based on the current Poisson approach is used, or

whether the model proposed in Chapter III is adopted.

Consequently, Qe shall be assumed to be zero, and will not

be discussed further.
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TABLE II

Existing vs. RIMilH Model Allowance Levels

RIMSTOP (1)
level

Repair
cycle

Model
Variable

Quant-ity computed
' RIM A IP.

Crder and
sbippir.g tije

Tctal pipeline

PB'

P«

Existing

1.62 1.62

Safety QP - ?•

Operating CL

ReplGnishment (2)

Endurance (1) NB*

Mobilization (1) QM

Tctal QT

NC1ES:
( 1) Mctilization / endurance l = v«:l3 are addressed m

DCEI U140.47 vice ^,hs Rlt^STOP instructions.

(2) NAVSUP has successfully defended the "one-f or-cne"
principle as the rule tor replenishing repairables
rrcra 1:he wholesale syste.:n. " This establishes the

0.0 1.52

1.62 3.14

2. 38 1.86

1.C0 1.00

(2) (2)

3.00 -

- —SLi
8 units 6-^QM

syi
replenishment quantity
alicwance in ail cases.

as one less than he

(3) Although documentation icr tiie computation of the
mobilization guantity is not available, i- is
undersxcod that the final RIMAIR allowance will
net be any lees than the current allowance, and
will be hiaher in manv cases.

C. THEOBITICIL BASIS FOR THE EXISTING MODELS

1 . A Q

u

eu

e

i r.g S y

s

te m Model

8.':f,
\< '-(';/>

No justification for use of the Poisson distribution

is provided in the literature available on the current

systei. However, a model presented in elementary gueueing
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theory prcvldes exactly zhe structure that is used ir. the

existicg mccel, and this will be presented here as a basis

for ccmpariscn tc the proposed model. This model is for the

M/M/oo queue.

A A

^ 2/u. 3^

\

'^ ^^

I

Parameter Niims

X
Arrival rate

/"
Service rate
(repair rate)

e

H

i>(Q)

Tra::fic rate

Mean number
in system
(pipeline)

Mean time
in system

Mean waiting
time

Probability
cf being m
state n

Assumptions

Independent arrivals
Constant rate
Exponential interarrival
times

Exponential service times,
ia^ntical for each server

Each service is mdependsn-

e= V^

P =
f

T = % = 7,'/^

W = (By specification,
there are enough
servers to serve
each unit as it
enters.)

T(n) =_ ^-^ ^

Figure 2.2 M/M/oo Queae Characteristics.
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Ih€ VM/co gueueing model assumes that the number of

demands in an inxerval is Poisson, repair times are exccnen-

tial, and that there are "infinitely many" servers. In

practical terms, the specification for infinitely many

servers lay be assumed to be the same as saying that the

expected waiting tiire for any item entering the system is

zero. Consequently, the physical queue may display charac-

teristics similar to that of an M/M/oo system even if there

i:-5 only one server when xhe probability of having two units

in rhe system at the same time is effectively zero.

The state diagram at the top of Figure 2.2 provides

the basic characteristics that will be used to ccmpare the

M/M/cc model with a model to be proposed in Chapter III.

(The current model and the RIMAIH pipeline model bcth use

the Pcisscn distribution in computing allowances, so the

d.'.scussicn of the assumptions that its use implies apply to

toth.) Given the state diagram, it is easy to determine the

pTobatility of being in any given state, n, as follows:

so

\ n co^> =: jj n CO

TT Ci) - r, IT (")

SO

iX-^-^) II c.) 3 \-TTfo)^ Ji^ -rrci.)

TF (I) - - o TTc)

7rr>J r I
^ p -n^^^^
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and iE general.

£0

with the requirsEent that all state probabilities

to one, ^
c-o

the stat€ probabilities are than determined to be:

- P
TT (f oj - e ^

•

and for n>0.

miiS": sum

TTCi; r e'^
(2.5)

The mean number in the system, average queue length,

expected time in system and o-her sys-em parameters can be

derived this result and from Little's formula (P= XT). Any

took that includes elementary queueing models, such as

Kleinrock [Fef. 7], Ross [ Hef . 8], or Turban and J1er<=dith

[Ref. 9], provide these relationships, and they are listed

in Figure 2.2 .

an inventory model -chat has the character is- ics

listed in Figure 2.2 would use Equation 2.U in sclving for

CP. In application, as indicated before, the existing

system ccmfutes the quantity QP that provides protection

closest tc the desired level, then adds one for operating

level.
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2 • Imglica tions of Ade gaat gly-manv Se rve rs

Th€ Foisson ircdel has a nuaiber of very nice fsa'ruief;

that make it attractive, given that the assump-icr. of

adequately many servers is acceptable. First of all, "^her?;

is orly cr.e parairetei to the distribution, which malcrs main-

tenance of a data base simple. This parameter i,~ th?-

forecast cf the sxpected number of items in the repp.ir pipe-

line at any given time. This is easily done witn. th'i 3-M

data tas€ because both the number of items rapaired durincj

any given period and their average turnaround tiiTie ar?.-

readily available. Additionally, axpanding the size cf th-?

pipeline to include the wholesale resupply pipelii.'= if-

accomplished simply by adding the two pipeline quantitif^s.

Another nice feature is that saturation of the queue

can rever occur; by assuming that there are alwcy.'=

adequately many servers, demand can never cause backups o::

waiting tiies. Forecasts for increased demand p'=jiod;;

(wartima mobilization) are dona simply by multiplying th<?

expected nuiber in the system by an appropriate ccns^-ant.

Because saturation never occurs, there is always a linite

steadj-state solution available. This is not the case ^^i-^h -i

limited-server queueing model.
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III. k PROPOSED aODEL

a. PBELIMIUARY BESEaBCH

Th€ preliminary work for th-s proposec model was acccm-

plish€d at the Naval P cstgradua^i-a School, Monterey,

California as a class project for c. course on Stcchas-ic

Models given by Prof. Paul Milch. The resul-s provid^rd in

thdu study, [Hef. 10], are presented here because they

provided a major step in the development of -he proposed

model.

The study was dene from July -o Sept^imber 1982 using a

data base obtained from NAMSO (Navy Maintenance Support

Office, Mechanicsburg, PA) of data collec:-ed throughour the

Navy from January through March 1982^ Due -o t,he nature of

the data base, it had already bfi?n processed using the TAT

constraints listed in Figure 2.1. B-icaune the entire data

base included over 3C0,000 records, the study was done on

selected classes of repair actions and equipments in order

to keep it to a lanagsable size. The equ:.pment.s chosen were

radar navigation units repaired ashora (2055 records) , radar

navigation units repaired afloa- (537),, and helo rotor

systems repaired ashcra (187). Despite the wide disparity in

these three classes, the results were extremely sinilar.

On€ of the ffajci findings of th-? study was that times

reported for the repair and awaiting parts processes were

not independent. It was noted that longer repair (RPH)

times tended to be associated with significant awaiting

parts (AWF) time, and the maintenance actions with short HPR

time generally had no AWP time. This was expected because

experience at Navy repair facilities had shown i-hat repairs

are net hcmcgenecus; some types of in-depth repair tend to
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take trcra time for fault isolation, require mor^ parts, and

take longer for checkout than others in which an adjustment

cr the rcflaceiaent ox a ga.ske- is all that is required.

h second key finding was that times associated with the

TAT elsients were not a].l distributed in an exponential

manner. The distribution for the RPR and AWP TAT elements

were generally too exaggerated to be exponential; any expo-

nential fit to the lew f-nd of the distribution failed to

account for the large number of data points in the tail.

Conversely, any dis*ribu-';i on fit to the tail came far short

cf including the large number of observations with TATs of

zero cr cfie day.

The dependence cf t h€- RPR and AWP times lead tc the

establishment of a new variable for repair cycle time. Its

distribution had the sam€' general shape as the RPR and AWP

distributions, but on inspection it appeared to deccmpcse

into twc exponential distributions with different means.

This festered the concept of treating the repair cycle as

two parallel repair processes, one in which the repair rate

was very fast (on the order of one day) , and the other in

which the repair process took ten to twenty times longer.

The last key result of the early project was the idea of

modelling the repair queu€' with a capacity constraint. This

was net explicitly brought out through analysis cf the data,

tut rather was cor==idered because experience with Navy

repair activities has provided many examples of instances in

which capacity «as limited, forcing inducted material tc

wait for a technician or test bench. This situation has been

addressed mere fcrmally in the recently concluded RAND CA3AL

study, [Bef. 11], which is quoted in part.

With the excepticr of VAST (Versatile Avionics Shcp
Test), leading on the most highly used piece of equip-
ment m each avionics shop rarely exceeded 60 percent.
This aeans that, given full operational availability,
most shops have sufficient wartime caoacitv. VASI^ on
th€ cthsr hand, shewed a wartime utilization rate or 160
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D'lrcent -- the wartime workloads exceeded VAST capaci-y
by 60 percent.

flying ccntinucasly at programmed rates, the backlog for
VAST continues to grow. The important: issue is wha"

Under a sustained wartime scenario with all aircraft

. _ gi _ _ _ .

impact this growing backlog will have on aircraft avail-
ability. A number cf factors tend to partiall/ all'=viat€
the impact over a limited time horizon. Tri«^ en board
stock cf spare parts will be consumed as the backlog
grows, so backlog does not directly equate to holes in
aircraft (or backciders against supply) . To the ex-?nt
that backcrders can be consolidated on rhe fewest nuirber

management, which controls the induction or components
intc the VAST shop based on aircraft needs, wixl alsc
reduce the impact...

In sum, th€ present VAST capacity is probably suffi-

O "*^

off th? VAST backlca. If, however, the carrier
r?quir=d to operate "its aircraft for longer periods
tiS€ whan the average flying rata is eguaj. to or sxceeds
the prcaramraed rates, as the VAST backlog arows aircraft
capahiJity will begin to degrade. Priority scheduling
for V;ST provides only a short-term remedy for the
caraci-ty shortfall.

While th^i RAND people only discuss VAST in terms of inade-

quate capacity, their study was to some extent a "best case"

analysis J the projection for capacity constraints for other

test benches was based on complete bench availability, full

qualified manning, and adequate piece-part support. Given

real-world support shortcomings, there is a chance that

non-VAST facilities can also become saturated.

The model developed in tha earlier study has been

expanded upon in this thesis, and is illustrated in Figure

5.1 in its simplest form. The remainder of this chapter

describes the new sample data base, provides validation for

the urderlyinq assumptions, presents the theoretical basis

for the M/a/1 queue, defines the proposed model in

operational terms, and provides an axample of how it works.
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Esscription

:

(1) All demands enter the system, wi-h rate
X, and go rhru administrative processing.

(2) A proportion (p) of thase demands entar
repair process'one, and are servad with
rate o, .

(3) The remaining demands enrer process two
and are served at ra.e n-i.

Figure 3.1 Ihe Proposed Model (Siaplified)

.

E. THE BANGEB DlTl EASE

The data base used for the study was obtained from NAMSO

and consisted of maintenance data, supply system identifica-

tion, and unconstrained turnaround time measurements

extracted from the april-October 1982 WESTPAC-Indian Ocean

Deployment of the USS RANGER (CV-61) . This data base

contains 18,278 records for all material inducted into the

IMA atoard FANGSH during the cruise.
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The mcdel proposed in the earlier study assumed lijiit.ed

repair capacity, unlike the model currently in use cr th-r

RIMAIE pipeline irodel. In order to avalua-e the impact of

that assuniprion, moderately fast moving items were analyzed:

slow movers offer little hope of discriminating between

models even if only a single test facility is available.

Consequently, only aviation repairable items -chat had exhib-

ited twenty or mere actions during RANGER'S six-month cruise

were selectsd for analysis. There were 79 such items. The

follcwing summaries present the basic characteristiics cf the

entire data base, and contrast them with the chc.racteris~ics

of the selected sample. (Appendix A provides more complex?

statistics en the data.)

'' • Supply S vste I Ident ification

Table III picvides -he breakdown for -he er/cirt-

RANGER data bass and the selected sample for three key

supply system identifiers: the cognizance code (cog) f the

m^tarial control code (ilCC) , and iihe special material ider.-

tificaticn code (SMIC). Although the na-cional stock nusiLei

(NSN) is the prine identifier for any given unit or part, it

does not carry iruch information abour what an iteiD is and

what it may be used for; xhe three identifiers listed in -he

table are usually associated wi-h -he NSN in order to convey

this information.

Ccmplete descriptions of the codes ar= provided in

the appendices of Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSU?)

P-485 [Sef. 12]. Brief descrip-icns for the codes iisiied in

the table are as follow:

a) The cognizance code (cog) designates the inventory

iEanager who exercises supply management over specified

categories cf material [R-ef. 12: Appendix 18].

1) MR* designates ASO-managsd consumable material.
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TABLE III

FANGEfi Data Base Supply Data Saeaary

Category/
Key values

Cog
12: ASO corsumable
2B: ASO depot-level

r=: pair able
8R: ASO depoT-level

repairable
Or her
None

TOTAI

KCC
D: field- lev el

repairable
E: CLAHP repairable
H: Non-CLAMP depor-

level repairable
0-her
None

TOTAL

SMIC
CS
CY
FA
FZ
F2
PF
SZ

Cth
Ncn

S-3A aircraft
AwG-9 radar
A -6 aircraft
EA-6B aircraft
GFE prcgran
F-1UA aircraft
ASN-92 (CAINS)
ir.errial nav sys"

Huaber of acT.ions {%)
Entire RANGER Selrcxed

Dara base Sa.'nple

IOTA I

11U9
8171

1132

88 1

6945
18278

1235

5144
4350

328
7221
18278

1818
99 4
760
750
636

1186
454

em
4363
7347

13273

( 6.3)
(44.7)

(6.2)

(4.8)
(38.0)

( 6.8)

(28. 1)
(23,3)

(23
(40

9^

105
iai9

2-38 4

1527
1252

2884

5,3.6,
54.5)

920 (31.9)

\

0.0)
0.0)

105 ( 3.6)

(52.9)
143.4)

0.0)
0.0)

2) • 2R* and 'SR* designate ASO-managed repair atle

niaterial

.

3) 'ether' represents a number of other cogs with few

relatively few demands each.

b) The material control code (MCC) is designated by the

inventory manager to segregate items into manageable

groupings [Bef. 12: Appendix 9. F ].

1) 'C designa-css a field-level repairable.
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2) *E» designates an intsnsified-management depct-

l€vsl repairabl?, nianaged under the Clcssd-Lcop

Aeronautical Materia]. Program (CLAMF) .

3) *H' is a depoT.-lav=!l repairable not ciherwise

designated

.

4) 'Other* represents i-ems with any other MCC

assigned.

c) Ihi spscial material ';cntrol coda (SMIC) is assigned to

an item to ensure its technical integrity [Bef. 12:

Appendix 9.L]. ASO geni'.rally assigns SMIC cedes for

material under their ccgni.zance to identify the weapon

system to which the item applies, to identify the func-

tion if more than one weapon system is involved, cr to

identify a special program the item is managed under.

1) *CS» items apply to the S-3A antisubmarine patrol

aircraft.

2) 'CY' applie^i to tht; AWG-9 radar system on the

F-14A.

3) 'FA' applies to the ii-6 attack aircraft.

U) »FE' applies to the EA-5B electronic warfare

aircraft.

5) ' F2' appies to u special project for gcvernment

furnished ^guiprnf^nt.

6) 'FF' applies to the P-14A fighter aircraft.

7) 'SZ' applies to the ASN-92 (CAINS) Carrier

Airborne Inertial Navigation System,

3) 'ether' represents Eiore than forty ether SMIC's,

each having relatively low demand.

Each of the abcv<= codes also had many observations listed as

'none' fcr the entire RANGER data base. The 38% listed as

'none' for the ccg cedes indicates that 385? of the manufac-

turer's parts numbers listed on tha VIDS/MAF maintenance

data forms cculd not be matched to any NSN (every NSN in the

Navy Supply System has a cog, and vice-versa.) The slightly

higher guantities listed as 'none* in the MCC and SMIC
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categcries include th-sse 38^ plus some other items for which

an N3S and cog were available, but for which that code was

not assigned. Seme main tenanca actions listed as 'none' may

reflect actions for ncn-sto ck-number ed items, but certainly

lany an- the result cf poor data entry procedures.

It iv. obvious that the sample used for this thesis

is not a representative sample, nor was it intended to be.

The 7S iteirs: in the sample experienced about 16/? of the

total demand for the SANGER deployment, yet the 920 • 8R

•

actions, for example, represent mors than 81^ of the 8R

actions in the data hase. Only maintenance actions matched

to NSS'is are included in the sample, however; it is likely

that the RAIIG2R data base includes data for items used in

the sample, l3Ut which were not credited to the correct stock

number tecauire of data input problems. One missed digit in

the Icn''^' part number block will cause a mismatch to occur.

During develcpment cf the proposed model, many deci-

sions w.^re miide with the idea that the model might actually

be applied iin real-world situations. Choices available at

decisic!^ points were considered in accordance with the

degree of simplicity and practicality that they cfff=red.

Thus, analysis was restricted to 1R D, 2R, and 8R cognizance

materi>o.i because it is for these categories of material that

the current model is used, and to which the RIMAIR model

should l:e applied.

2- Ca^s Base TAT Characteristics

Turnaround time analysis is at the heart cf zh'S

inventory mcdelling problem, and it is important to recog-

nize the structure within which the TAT elements are

reported. As stated briefly in Chapter II, TAT and the

elements that make it up (IP, SKD, RPR, AWP) are reported

into the data collection system indirectly by use cf the

7IDS/MAF source document; the values for the various TAT
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elements are coirputed by NAMSO based upon the da-ss -hat

various key events in the maintenance cycle occur, as

recorded in Figure 2.1.

There is an important limitation inherent in this

system. Quick acticns, in which two or more of the events

occur on the saras date, will be computed to take zero days.

It is net possible to have a failed item removed from an

aircraft and complete the repair cycle in zero -ime, yet the

sample revealed that 35.2^ of all turnaround times were

reported as taking days. The inability of the data

collection system tc maasure the bulk of the actions any

more accurately than as zero or one day caused a consider-

able problem when conducting independence tests and in

simulating the systeir. In some applications of their allow-

ance model, ASO uses a minimum TAT of one day whsn this

situation occurs. A r. important point for future considera-

tion, as the maintenance data system evolves, will he to

attempt tc provide greater resolution in TAT's.

Table IV presents a comparison of the TAT elements

reported in the entire RAUGER data base with those in the

sample. There are two important observations to be made

from this TAT information. First, the average time reported

for most of the TAT elements are low because many of the

observations reported for the TAT elements were 0; this was

the case for 2427 of the 288a in-process time observations

(84.2^), 2202 of the scheduling time observations (76.4??),

1790 of the repair time observations (82.1%), and 1016 of

the TAT observations (35.2%). The aforementioned inability

to measure times in less than whole day intervals may affect

any mcdel that is very sensitive to estimation of the repair

rate.

Second, -^^hers is a considerable amount of tiire spent

m attempting to repair and obtain parts for units that are

later BCM'd. The BCM action portion of the table shows that
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TABLE IV

Data Base TAT Summary

A. All successful repair actions.

lAT
Elsmsnt

IF
SKD
RPR
AWP
AWP*
TAT

Entira data base

12524
12524
12524
12524
1763

12524

Mean
(days)

0.72
1

1

1

3
5

29
,67
93
,69
61

Standard
Deviation
(days)
13:1
4.6
5.6
7.2
14.3
17.0

B. All BCM actions.

T J fr
X A J.

Element

IE
SKD
SPR

AWP*
lAT

Entire data base

57 5 4
57 5 4
57 54
57 5 4
894

57 5 4

Jlean
(days)

1.32
1.22
1 .86
3.17

20.42
7.57

c. All actions.

TAT
Element

IP
SKD
RPR
AWP
flWP*
TAT

Entire data
# Mean

(days)

0.9118278
18278
18278
18278
2657

18278

1

1

2
15
6

.27

.73

.32

.95

.23

Standard
Deviation
(days)
i3;9
13.8
14.8
10. 1

17.3
27.0

ba se
Standard
De viation
(days)
13.4
8.6
9.5
8.2
15.7
20.7

Selected
Mean

(days)

2502
2502
2502
2502
304

2502

0.55
0.53
1. 23
1. 31

10.79
3.62

Selected
# Mean

(days)

382
382
382
382
95
332

1. 26
0.74
2.07
5.74

23.08
9.80

Selected
Mean

(days)

2884
2884
2384
2884
399

2884

0.65
0.56
1. 34
1. 90

13.71
4. 44

Sample
Standard
Dev
(days)

4.6

4.
q

11.*

9.

1

2
4
7
1

Sa iple
Standard
Deviation
(days)

8.0
2.6
7, 1

14.4
20.9
19.3

Sa aiple
Standard
Deviat lo
(days)

5:2
2.2
4.7
7.3

15.3
1 1.2

ion I

* AWP average fcr those actions -hat experienced AWP,

5754 of the 18278 maintenance actions documented resulted in

ECM action, and that uhese actions had an average TAT of

7.57 days. If these actions were spread out =venly ever the

cours€ of the 178 day deployment, it would mean that, on

average, there were 244.7 non-RFI uni-s on board ship in the

repair cjcl«= on any given day that would later be BCM'd. Ihe
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BIMAIB mcdsl will net ta)c9 these izsnis into accourit when

devalcpitg allowances to support -he repair cycle.

Although the RIMAIR model ignores the tim.; that

units declared BCM spend in the repair cycle (th^ BCi 1AI),

the ECU lAT could be included in either the repair pipeline

(by assuming that all inductions are attempted repairs) or

as part of the crder and shipping -cime. Ignoring -ihe BCM

lainterance cycl= tiie, especially for units held in ?-ntici-

paticn of obtaining parts, can seriously hamper support for

these items.

3 • Maintenance C ata Charact eriz ation

The factors used to classify maintenance actions

into cne repair process or another should exist within the

maintenance da-a bas€, which is described in area- deiail in

the Naval Aviation Maintenance Program (NA-I?) aanual,

CPNAVINST 4790. 2E [Ref. 13]. The avia-ion maintrnance data

collection system is used for aanhcur accounting, dccu-

icenting aircraft utilization, failure da-a reporting, and

many ether purposes. Some of the data elements directly

concern repair of failed components removed from aircraft,

and these data elements have been analyzed -c de-ermine if

thay provide the capability to distinguish between the type

one repair process, which is conceptualized as a quick

test-and-check type of repair, and the type -^wo repair,

which is -hcughx to be a more in-depth repair -^hat generally

takes longer and requires more part support. The following

data elements are the ones that have beer, analyzed. An

example of the type of information provided by =ach code is

listed for each category; complete explanations for each of

the various codes are too long for inclusion in this thesis.

The interested reader is referred to the descriptions that

are provided in the NAMP appendix indicated.
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a) Th€ ac-ion taker (AT) cede classifies repair actions as

to their result, and what, maintenance action brought

about the result [Bef. 13: App^mdix H]- For example,

AT cede 'C*, fcr rscair, is listed as "Repair includes

cleaning, disassembly, inspection, reassembly, lubrica-

tion, and replacement of integrc.l parts; ..", etc.; its

use indicates that the repair was successful.

b) The malfunction (MAL) cods specifies the type of deface

found by the maintenance person attempting repair

[Bef. 13: Appendix M]. «29'j' fcr example, is listed as

"fails diagnostic/automatic tests"; guidance from

higher authority and experience will dictate to a main-

tenance technician when use of this entry is mere

appropriate than any other.

c) Tie type maintenance (TK) code specifies the mainte-

nance action or inspection that took place in reacvinq

the defective item from its installation [Hef. 13:

Appendix K]. TM code *3' is listed as "Unscheduled

maintenance. Used... for all maintenance actions except

the following:". Four detailed exceptions are then

listed; two types of inspections, calibration for a

specific category of eguipment , and maintenance of

transient aircraft.

d) The when discovered (WD) coda specifies the operation

or maintenance action that led to the discovery of the

defective item. [Ref. 13: Appendix V]. WD code ^' is

described as "used when a need for maintenance is

discovered durirg in-shop repair and/or disassembly for

maintenance."

The category 'Other' is used for these codes to

reflect actions where the number of observations was tec few

to warrant inclusion in the table. For example, there ware

89 different MAL codes used for actions related to items in

the saiple; a number of these were used only once.
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Table V crovides a summary of the data available in

the RANGEB data bas€ for these four maintenance cedes and

contrasts this with data used in -he sample. This data is

presented for two reasons. First, it helps to illustrate

the variety and richness that is available in the aviation

3-M data base for characterizing maintenance actions.

Although th€re are relatively few codes listed here, there

are hundreds of isalfunction (MAL) codes and many more in the

ether categories

o

The saccnd reason fcr presenting this data is that

these maintenance data codes should provide a means of

cif f er-rntiating repairs into the theorized process one and

process two of the model. This will be shewn in the

follcwinc s«ctior.

C. ABALYSIS OF THE 1 AT ELBHENTS

As was noted eailier, the establishment of the repair

system as two parallel processes is an important element of

this niedel. The fcllowing procedure was used to develop

this ccncept. First, the lack of independence of the current

TAT elements is shcwi:. Based upon this result, a n'=w vari-

able structure is developed. It is then shown that the lAT

data fcr the retair processing time are not distributed in

an exponential nsanne::. The repair process is analyzed with

the result that there are actually multiple repair processes

eccurring simultaneously. A simple model is then hypoth-

esized which classifies all repair actions into two subsets,

depending scl-aly on the existence or absence of AWP time.

These two underlying processes are shown to be independent

of each ether and to have exponential distributions.

Finally, revised TAT limits for use with the new variables

are presented.
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T1BL2 V

BANGER Data Ease Maintenance Characteristics

Category/
K«y values

Acticr Taken (AT)

A: Nc repair required 2410
C: Bepair 8488
J: Calitrat€d 1207
Cth€r repairs 398

BEPAIR TOTAL 12503

1: ECM-repair net
authorized

4: ECM-lack of parts
5: ECM-fails checkStest
7: ECM-beyond authorized 1

depth
Cth€r ECUS 6 35

ECM TOTAL 5754

Other actions 18
TOTAL 18278

Malfunction Code (MAL)

070: Broken physically 842
127: Improper adjustment 1691
169: IncDrrecT voltaae 571
242: F«ils to operate 2031
255: Nc ouxput 731
290: ATE test failure 4001
374: Internal failure 811
799 : No defect 1803
604: Nc defect, scheduled 1575

maintenance
ether 4222

TOTAL 18278

Type Maintenance Performed (TM)

Entire RANGER
Dat.a base {%)

Selected
Sample {f)

E:
C:
F:
5

.

Ct

Whe

C:
H:

W:
Ct

Unscheduled 15791
Caily Inspection 452
Calendar inspection 579
Conditional Inspection 1272

184
18278

her
TOTAL

n Discovered (WD)

Inflight, no abort
Eetween flights,
ky ground crew
In shop

her
TOTAL

4 076
4083

4 3 20
5799

13278

13.
:46.
6.
2.

'68.

2435 (13.3)

822
650
212

( 0.1)

(23.1)

(22.3)
(22.3)

(23. 6)
(31. 8(

503
1980

19
2502

105
555
225
127
149
351
118
372
126

756
2884

2737
130

1

2
14

2884

1187
891

181
625

2884

17.4'
[68.

7'

0.0!
0.6

86.7'

134 ( 4.6)

3.6)
19.2
7.8'
4.4\

2'

1

5

4. 1

12.9
4.4

(26.2)

94.9)
4.5:
0.0
0. 1

0.5'

(41.2)
(3C.9i

bilei
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^ • Independence of the TAT Elements

Chapter II provided rhe current procedure for

limiting lAT element observations. The 1977 ASO study that

developed the current limits, [Ref. 4], assumed the TAT

elements to he independent. This is not a valid assumption.

Chi-square tests of independence with c3C-levels of 0.01 l=ad

to the following conclusions:

a) In-process time (IP) is independent of the other -hree

cleirents. This was expected because IP measures the

time required for administration and transportation

functions performed by the operational level (squadron)

uaiiiteEance personnel and the local supply activity,

and is not related to the repair process itself.

b) Scheduling time (SKD) , repair time (HPE) , and awaiting

parts time (AWP) are not independent variables. These

three variables measure the functions most closely

related to the actual repair, and their relationship to

each other is net surprising.

Table VI provides the results of the independence tests

which tasted each of the four TAT elements for independence

from each of the others. Part A provides a brief definition

for each of the elements; part B summarizes the results of

the chi-SQuare independence tests; and independence tests

using Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) are presented in

part C of the table. Both sets of tests indicate that the

hypothesis that IP is independent of SKD, HPR, and AW?

cannot be rejected. The significance levels of the tests

range from 0.207 tc 0.34 0. The tests for independence

between the SKD, RPE, and AW? elements are all rejected at

the 0.01 level.

A derived variable, called repair-cycle time (RCT)

,

is new fornally defined as the sum of the scheduling,

repair, and awaiting parts times for a given maintenance

action.
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TABLE VI

TAT Ele«eBt Independence Test Results

A. D-sfinitions

TAT element |

ir :In process
|

SKD: Scheduling
J

EPR: Repair I

Lass AWP timel )

AWF: Awaiting partsj

B.

Time period measured
From

I
Until

removal
z IMA
s

raceipt a-c
work start

work stoppage

I
receiot at IMA
work' srart

s

completion

work resumes

Chi-square:

VAR1

VAR2
test value

.
(i.f.)

sig level

1 1 SKT 1 RPH ! AWP |

1

1 IF
1

2.6 1 5.9 ! 3.4 1

(2) 1 (4) ! (3) i

p=.266 1 p=.209 1 p=.335 !

SKD
1 26.7 1 24.3
! (8) 1 (6)
1

p=.0003 1 p=.0005

5FP
I 372.8 1

1 (12) 3

1 D=.0000

C. Correlations usina Pearson's r.

1
SKE \ RPR ( A '«P J

1

1 IP
1

-0.0077
(2864)
p=.340

1 -0.0116
1 (2384)
1 p = .266

! -0.0111
1 (2884)^
j p=.275

1

1

!

SKD
1 0.0853
1 (2884)
1

p=.000

1 0.0477
1 (2884).
1 p=.005

5FR
1

i'

0. 2311
(2884),
p=.000

1

1
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RCT- 5K0 -^ RPR ^ ava/P
(3.1)

A test of indepandence between RCT and I? yielded a chi-

square value of 3.5 with 5 degrees of freedom and a

significance level cf 0-623, leading to a conclusion of

independence between BCT and IP.

The use cf BCT as a key variable in a simple niodel

is dependent upon the assertion that it is exponential. A

statistical test of this assertion re-^ults in rejection of

the exponential distribution. The mean of SCT is 3.793; an

exponential distribution with this same mean would have

approximately 32.7% cf its observations for 0-1 days, and

B,27o for 10 or more days. The empirical distribution for

ECT has ircre weight in both these categories: 71.05? (2048 of

2884 observations) for 0-1 days, and 10,4% (299 cf 2884) for

10 days cr mere. A formal test for the exponential dis-ri-

fcuticr was perforired with the Lilliefors test for

exponential distributions. The resulting value was 0.383

with 30 degrees cf freedom, which leac'.s to the rejection of

the hypothesis that the distribution is exponential at the

0.01 level of significance.

Similar conclusions were reached in the earlier

study [Sef. 10]. In that study the data were split intc two

parts each rcughly approximated by an exponential distribu-

tion. The empirical distribution of the RANGER RCT lends

itself to a similar conclusion; if two separate exponential

processes with different mean times were occurring simulta-

neously, their jcint distribution could exhibit the

characteristics that the RCT distribution does. The factor

cr factors that facilitate classifying items into one or the

ether of the underlying processes must now be identified.
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2- Cgccrnpositicr of RCT

Table VII prasentj; a summary of RCT time observa-

tions broken down by the maintenance data elements

previously listed in Table V . The table provides -he

number of cases listed in each category for =ach code, the

average value for RCT for that category, and the standard

deviation. All times are listed in days. The results of

separating the data in tiiis manner are to indicate that

there are dif f erenc^i-^ in RCT for different values of the

codes. For the AT code, AT 'A' (no repair required) had an

average RCT value of 0.7 9 days; AT 'C* (successfully

repaired) had a irean cf 3.52 days; and AT ' (i ' (BCM for lack

cf parts) had a meac time of 26.77 days. The breakdown by

KAL cede was equally 'enlightening: MAL *799» (no defect) had

mean RCT cf 0.78 days, but MAL •290' (fails dignostic/

automatic tests) and ilAL '255' (no output) had mean values

cf RCT of 9.07 and n.09 cays, respectively. The TM and WD

codes also showed differences between their values, but not

to the same extent.

The existence or absence of AWP time was also used

as a Eernoulli variacle for the purpose cf differentiating

the repair processe^s. This was done on the belief that

certain types of rep?.ir action are mora likely to result in

AW? time, and therefore the existence of AWP may be a key to

differentiating the processes,

ANOVA tests were run on the variables using RCT

values as the dependent variable in an attempt to differen-

tiate the processes. Using the existence of AWP to

differentiate between the processes is biased because RCT

includes AWP time within it. Therefore, additional tests

were run en RCT without AWP time included. Table VIII

provides the results of these tests. Part A of the table

provides the results of separate tests for significance in
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TABLE VII

BCT Values for Selected Data Eleaents

Category/
Key values

actio:.i Taken (AT)

a: No repair raguired
C: Rspair
ether repair actions

EEPAIR TCTAL

1

N

BCM-repair net
aathcrized

H: ECM-lack of parts
5: ECM-tails checkStest
1: ECM-beyond authorized

dGDth
ether EC-Ms

EC.M TOTAL

TOTAL

Kalfurction Code (MAI)

070: Broken physically
127: Inproper adjustment
169: Incorrect voltage
242: Fails to operate
255: No output
290: ATE test failure
37U: Internal failure
799 : No defect
SOU: Nc defect , scheduled

maintenance
ether

TOTAL

Type Maintenance Performed

E: Unscheduled
D: raily Inspection
P: Calendar Inspection
S: Conditional inspection
Other

TOTaL

When Ciscovered (WD)

E: Inflight, no abort
H: Eetween flights,

ty around cr€\<
W: In shop
ether

TOTAL

503
1980

19
2502

134

37
47

106

8
382

2884

1187
891

181
625

2884

Mean
(days)

0.79
3.52
16.05
3.07

0.26

26.77
0.98
7.53

6.88
8.54

3.79

105 2.59
555 1.11
225 5.15
127 1.43
149 11.09
351 9.07
118 5.09
372 0.78
126 1.47

756 3.70
2884 3.79

TM)

2737 3.88
130 1.95

1 0.00
2 1.50

14 3.71
2834 3.79

4,
3

2
4

27
29

09
10

3.79

Standard
Deviation

(days)

2. 10
8.34

7.92

1.60

23.70
2.11

17.70

17.97

8.94

5.58
4.21
11.18
10.11
16.76
15.62
8.72
2.33
1 .50

9.56

10.20
5.60

0.71

10.02

11.04
9.25

5.46

9.98
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explaining the variatility of RCT when using the four main-

tenance cedes (AT, MAI, TM, and WD) and the presence of AWP

separately to try to explain the variance. The test revealed

that all cf the codes except TM were significant in

explaining the variatili-y. The sum of squares explained by

WD, even though significant, was small compared to the sum

cf squares explained for the other three variables.

Consequently, when testing for the significance of the vari-

ables when used together in the ANOVA test, only AT, MAL,

and AWP were used. The result of this test is provided in

the bcttcm of part A, and indicates that AWP is the best

single indicator for explaining the variability of RCT.

Part 3 of the table shows the results of perfcrming

the same tests, but using the sum SKD+RPR as the variable to

te explained; the reason for doing this is to minimize the

bias inherent in using the presence of AWP to indicate the

variability in a variable that includes AW? time. The

results are similar: MAL, WD, and AWP are the best indica-

tors when tested separately, but this time MAL turns cut to

te a slightly better indicator when the three variables are

tested jointly.

Tc summarize, the ANOVA tests revealed that the best

variables for use as factors to differentiate the repair

processes were the MAL code, the AT code, and the

existence/absence of awP. These were all significant at the

0.001 level whether AWP time was included in RCT cr not. The

AWP cede provided the greatest ability to explain variations

in RCT, which includes AWP time, and the MAL code provided

the greatest ability to explain variations in the RER+SKD

times (i.e., RCT without including AWP time.)

Use of the MAL code for differentiating repair

processes is probably the most logical choice, but there is

an inherent problem. It is easy to accept that the type cf

repair action necessary for a unit depends upon the exact
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TABLE VIII

RCT ANOVA Results

Results of separate ANOVA tests
using ECT with AW? included.

on ;he variables.

Variable

MAL
TM
AT
WD
AWE a/N)

TOTAL

Sum cf
Squares

36122.8
1 133.4
6052S.4
4860.4
9946C.5
89869.8

D.F Mean
Square

88
7

10
19

1

2883

410.
161.

6052.
255.

99460.

1

75
2

504,

52
61
80
,57
90

Siqnificanc
Level

.0000

.1270

.COOO

.0002

.0000

Using the best
reduced number

indicatcrs from the above tests, with

a -hree-way ANOVA
:r) , ATplus c - he

:

cf categories
was run on

(reoair/BCM)

due t.0 size constraints,
MAL (9 specific codas,

, and AWP (Y/N) .

I!ain
Ef f =CtS

All
MAI
BCf«/rep
AWF (Y/N)
Fesidual

TOTAL
TOTAL

Sunt cf
Squaies

1 09192.1
6041.8
5256,0
69947.3
£0677.8 2
G9869.8 2
81330.2 2

D.F

11
9
1

1

872
883
883

Mean
S q aa r e

9926
671
5256
9947
62.9

28. 3

6
3

3

157.
10.
63.

11 1.

79
6 7
52
86

Sig
Level

.0000

.00 00

.0000

.0000

B. Reccqnizinq the AWF bias,
using the value SKD+RFS.

the same ests were run

Variable

KAI
TM
AT
WD
AWE (Y/¥)

TOTAL

Main
Effects

All
MAL
BCM/r=p
AWF (Y/N)

Residual
TCTAI

Sum of
Squares

5888,8
302.4

3513.7
595.2

3731.5
81330.2

Sum of
Squares

6321.9
2459.1
332.5

1640.9
7505£.3
31380,2

D.F

88
7

10
19

1

2883

11
9
1

1

2872
2883

Mean
S qua re

66.
43.

351.
31.

3731.

574.
273.
332,
1640,

26.
23.

Mean
Square

1

1,

12
1

38

Significance
Level

48 .0000
53 ,1515
96 ,0000
10 .3323
50 .0000

F Significanc
Level

21.99 .0000
10.46 .0000
12.72 .0000
62.79 .0000
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malfunction it has. There a.::^, liowsver, 89 different

lalfuEC-icn codes u£€d for various items in the sampl'=. It

is not practical to dsfine a simple model for each iHAL cede,

and grouping codes became too complex a task within the time

available. Consequently, the existence or absence of AWP,

which is the second-test discriminator, was used tc define

the two repair processes shewn in Figure 3-1 .

Ihe following definitions will be UL-ed for the two

repair processes, modifying Equation 3.1 :

a) fcr actions without AWP time:

RCi=SKD-RPR
;

RCT- RCi ,

b) fcr actions with AWP time:

RCl'~ SKD^RPR;

RCT^ Rci^ /^WP. ^^'^^

It is desirable tc maintain a distinction between the AWP

time itself and PC2, even though it is the axistence of AWP

that is used to differentiate RC2 from P.Cl.

The proposed model will assume capacity constraints

CL the repair process, which would normally affect only the

scheduling and repair functions. AW? time is actually time

cut of the process, and there is no physical reason tc

expect a capacity constraint on the AWP process. Statistics

for RCI and RC2 are listed in Table IX . ?art A shows the

number of cases, average SKD+RPR value, and standard devia-

tion cf the SKD+RPR value for the two groups of maintnenanca

actions defined by the existence or absence of AWP. Testing

the hypothesis that the groups are from the same population

results in rejecting this hypothesis at the 0.00 1 level.

^^^y
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TABLE IX

Bepair Cycls Values for the Two Processes

A. Analysis of the existence or absence cf AWP time
provides the following values for (SKD+SPR) :

Category

RC1: No AWF tinse
EC2: AHP occurred

TCTAL

An approximate t-zest using separate variance
estimates yielded a value of 7.04 wit.h 425.2 d.f,
p=0.C0 .

Analysis of the existence or absence of AWP time
provides the following values for RCT:

Category

RCI (=RC1, no AWP)
RCT =RC24AWP)

TCTAL

B

N M=an Standard
(days) Deviation

2485 1. 44
(days)
4.21

399 4.73 9.19
2884 1.90 5.19

N Mean Standard

2435
399

2884

1.44
18.45
3.79

Deviation
4.21
19.18
10.03

ftn approximate t~-.e5^ Uoing separata variance
es-imaxes yielded a value of 17.64 with 404.2 d.f,
p=0.00 .

C. Correlations of RCI and RC2 with IP and AWP.

1 1 IF 1 AWP 1

EC1
-.C130 1 no AHP
(2485) j

p = .259
I

FC2
.C189 1 .1733 1

( 399)
J ( 399) 1

p^.353 p=.000

Part B of th€ table provides the sama basic infcria-

tion as part A, but includes the AH? time in with the

SKD+REE observations. The result is -hat the mean and stan-

dard deviation for the observations that include AWP is

considerably higher. Testing the hypothesis that both groups
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are froa the .same population is again rsjectsd. Part C

provides the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) tsst for

independence oE RC1 and RC2 from IP and AHP. RCl and RC2 are

accepted as being independent from IP, but testing RC2

results in rsjecticg the independence hypothesis, as

expected.

The following figures illustrate th'= breakdown of

BCT into the decompcsed cycles. Figure 3.2 provides the

distribution of repair cycle days (SKD+R^R) for all actions

in the i-electei sample. These same observations are plotted

as two s?-j:arat= distributions, based on AWP, in Figure 3.3 ,

The plct of RZ 1 is seen to have a very small tail, as

expected. EC2 has a long tail, and includes most of the

longer actions. The reduction in the mean and standard

deviation of process one times over the aggregate tines is

the result cf removing most of the slow moving maintenance

actions.. The fact that the standard deviation is still too

high for the distribution to be a true exponential is

partially due to a few very large numbers, which are

censcrec when data limits are applied.

^

Sesults of formally testing the distributions of RC1

and RC2 with the Lilliefors goodness-of-fit test for the

Eull hypothesis that each is an exponential distribution are

as follcv^: variable RCl has a test value of 0.078 with 30

degrees of freedom, which results in the conclusion that the

null hypothesis cannot be rejected; variable RC2 has a test

value of 0.088 with 30 d.f., which also results in the

conclusion that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

^Although the data base contains observations for RC1 or
RC2 that are large compared to the mean (e.g. 10-30 days),
there are also 6 observations in excess of 50 days. These
data observations are not considered to be representative of
the actual underlying reo air process. Observations like
these, which may have resulted from poor data entry proce-
dures, force the use of upper limits (constraints) on the
data used to compute allowances.
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f(t5 0.50
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0.45 *
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2884

Nummary'
Maan
1.396

S.D.
5.313
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0. 10

.05
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+ + + + + + +-

5 10 15 20 25 30 >30
Time (days)

Figure 3.2 SKD+RPR Enpirical aass Function (all actions).
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f (t)
C.50 o

0.U5 +

o.ao

Dumma ry
Process N Mean S .D.

One 2485 1.440 4. 210
Two 399 4.734 9. 192

0.35

0.30 + o

0.25

0.20

0.15

0-10

KEY:

C.05

0.0

c

+

+

*
o * *

ccco ***** ** *** *
oooo oo+++oo+ooo+o-«-+++ + -«" o— + + + + ^ +_+

5 10 15 20 25 30 >30
Time (days)

Tim^
(days)

RC 1 times for
RC2 times for process-two rspa
multiple observations

process-one repairs (no AWF)
* irs (with AWP)

Figure 3.3 E«pirical Hass Functions for BC1 and EC2.
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3- lili^l lAZ litnits

Chapter II discussed some problems of using lAT

limits but recogDized the need for some limii: to be applied.

Analysis of the sample data revealed that applying the

€xistirg liicits had a very serious effect on the statistics

generated by the data, particularly for in-process -^iice.

The existing one day limit reduced the mean value for IP

from Q.6U6 days to 0.158 days, a raduciiicn of more than 75°?.

SKD, limited at 3 days, has its mean value reduced frcm

0.557 days tc 0.339 days, a 39% reduction. RPR and AWP are

similarly reduced, and the final redaction on TAT is frcn

U.U4 days down tc 2.7U days, a 33.3% reduc-ion. Ey using

these values to compute allowances, it is in fact iirplying

that the next deployment will have 38.3?? fewer items in the

repair process on ary given day than the deployment being

used as a data base had.

Because these redactions seem quite severe, ifiodified

limits were developed using approximately the 98th percen-

tile of the empirical distributions for the various TAT

elements. Table X presents the results of this analysis.

Fart A of the the table shows each TAT element, the existing

limit, the raw (unlimited) and limited average times, the

number of observaticrs in the sample that were limited, and

the percentage of observations limited. Part B provides -^.he

same infer iraticn, but with revised TAT limits developed

through analysis of the sample data. The result cf using

thes€ revised TAT liiits is to reduce TAT frcm u.au days to

3.80 days, or a reduction of 14.4%, which is much l=ss

severe. These modified limits will be used when developing

allowances with the proposed model, and their effects on

both the existing and proposed models will be shown in the

Simula ticn results. Their use is not meant to imply that

they are correct values for the aviation 3-M system as a
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TABLE X

Revised TAT Limits

A. Effect of existing limits on sample data.

TAT Existirg Average Caseo affected
Eleirent Limit Raw Limited » (1)

(days) (days)

IF 1 day .646 . 158 125 (a, 33]
SKD 3 day .557 . 339 91 (3. 16
RPR 8 day 1.34 .386 98 <3.40
AWr 20 day 1.90 1.36 93 i3.22
AWE* 20 day 13.7 9.85 93 (7.3.311
TAT 4.44 2.74 359 (12,.45)

*AWF average for the 3 99 actions zha- had AW?

B. Effect of new limits on sample data.

TAT New Averaae Cases affected
Element Limit Raw Limited 4 {%)

(days) (days)

IP 6 days .646 .309 53 (1.84)

RC1 12 days 1 .44 1.18
(units without AWP) 53 of 2485 (2.13)

RC2 35 days 4 .73 4. 45
(units with AWP) 8 of 399 (2,01)

AWP* 60 days 1 3.7 13.5
(units with AW?) 7 of 399 (1.75)

TAT - 4 .44 3. 80 120 (4. 16)

whole to use, but rather that some relaxation of the current

limits is warranted.

'*• Ikl Ml.lisis Summa ry

It has heen shown that the TAT elements are not

independent, that repair cycle time is not exponential, and

two independent subprccesses can be defined based upon the

existence or absence of AWP time that are acceptably

exponential in distribution.
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The existence or absencs of AWP time is itself a

conditicr. dependent upon a number of factors. The complexity

cf a malfunction, the inability of T:est equipment or techni-

cians tc isclate the fault, or rhe nonavailability of the

correct repair parts may cause an item to go AWP. Nc simple

inventory mcdel can take all of thase into account; the

SPECTEUM large scale simulation system developed at the

Naval Air Develcpment Center, Waminster, PA, is protahly

the only system that encompasses such a Isvel of complexity.

However, any allowance developmenr. model cf the magnitude of

SPECTBUM is too large for day-to-day use. Consequently, the

simple approach of recognizing che inherent differences

between repair actions that cause AWP and these that do not

is the chosen method for defining the two separate repair

processes,

D. THEOBETICAL EASIS FOR THE PROPOSED HODEL

1 • iSZilZl 2ii^S Char act eristics

The M/M/l queue is the simplest elementary queueing

model which provides the capability to examine a queueing

system as it approaches saturation. It assumes interarrival

times are exponential, repair times are exponential, and

there is only one server. In practical terms, an IMA may

have a r.umter cf test benches or technicians capable of

repairing an item, but other jobs, down benches, shift work,

etc. may reduce the effective number of servers to one.

Consequently, the physical queue may display characteristics

similar tc that cf ar M/M/1 system.

The state diagram ( Figure 3.4 ) provides the basic

characteristics that will be used to compare the M/M/1 model

with the existing mcdel. The state probabilities are easily

determined from the state transition diagram as follows:
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> ^ > > A \ \
1

A A A A A A /^

Paia!D€ ter Nam? Assumptions

>
Arrival rate Independent arrivals

Constant rat.e
Exponential interarrival
times

/-
Service rate
(repair rate)

Exponential s firvice times,
unaffected by queue length

Each service is independent

e
Traffic
in t ensz. ty

p Kean # in
s y £ te ra

(pipeli.ne) ,

0<^<L P = ^/f'-^)

p - i P undefined

infinite
population p >1 ? -> oo

Mean # in
sy£^:teiii
(pipeli.r.e) ,

populat. ion
of siz^^i K

T Mer.n tine
in system

W Mean waiting
time

T{rO Prohability
of being m
state V. f

infinite pop

^<1- -T\ (n) = (i-e) f"

f>L TT (n) = (transient)

. .

Probability
of beina m
state n^
finite pop K

^7*1 Tr(n) =(f.p;eyj.^_^K*.^

P--I Tr(n) = -^

Figure 3.4 M/M/1 Queue Characteristics,
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so

so

IT Li) z y^ -rr^o)

TT C ') - (» TT^o) •

TTCO = ^ TTcO
^

and in general,

SO

TTC'^ft)- p TTCn)

with th9 specification that all state probabilities must sum

to erne,

f TTCO 3 1^

the prctafcilities are determined to be:

and for n > 0,

since the desired quan-ity is -he quantity Q such

that the prctability that there are Q or less in the system

equals the safety level parameter (SL) , C is found as

follc*»s:

S ^

o-o

so

5L.. /^p^^;- o<^<i^
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and C solves as

(3.3)

An invantory model that, satisfies zhe assutnpticns

listed in Figure 3.U is r9Stric*:ed in that i- is possible to

quickly saturate the system when the service ra-e is less

than the arrival rate (f>1); at that point bo-.h the number

in the system and the waiting zime of an item entering the

system grew wizhcut tcund. There is no s~eady-state solution

in this case, and it is necessary either to redesign the

system fcr greater repair capacity or to specify an endur-

ance period during which saturation will be allowed to

cccur, causing the number of units awaiting service to build

up. The endurance period must then be followed by a period

having a demand rate lower than the repair rata, thereby

allowirg an activity to work through the backlog.

2 • Saturation Co nside ra tio ns

The specification that the ratio of the arrival rate

to the service rate cf a single server (p) be less than one

was not necessary fcr solution of the M/M/oo queue model

because there were always enough servers available to

provide service to arriving units. This is not the case in

the M/M/1 queueing model, where the assumption that there is

but a single server leads to the possibility that the system

will become saturated when the arrival rate equals or

exceeds the service rate. A queueing model with a capacity

constraint was chosen specifically to model this situation.

When the M/M/1 queueing model is applied to a situ-

ation where the number of units that may require service is

infinite, the expected number in the system, P= ^/i-^ ,
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increases without bcucd as the value of ^ approaches 'iriity.

For ^>1/ thare is no steady state solution for th? r.'imber

cf units in the system.

In the actual situations to be modelled, howcver,

the population is finite, though generally large with

respect to the number in an unsaturated queue. This situ-

ation is more formally referred to as a M/M/1//K system,

indicating that the arrival rate, service rate, and single

server assumptions cf the M/M/1 queueing model hold, but

with tha additional specification that there ar^ only K

units that may fail and enter the system for rspair. This

system has been analyzed separately from the M/M/1 mcd=l in

available literature, and the formulae for the expected

number in the system as approaches or exceeds unity are

quite different. The formulae provided in Figure 3.'* wire

obtained from Morse [Ref. 15: p. 18], and are as follows:

let P = number in the repair system, and

K = number in the population.

Then

f + ^*"
f «\.

K-l e»'L
r J U)

The formula for p «i , p + f^ , is a second order apprcxiioa-

tion for the steady state formula used in the infin.te

apprcxiniaticr case. The formulae for approacning or

exceeding one are significantly different. The number of

items that can fail in the infinite population case is

assumed to be infinite regardless of the number cf itams

that have already failed, and the arrival rate is constant.

With a finite population, however, the number of items that

can fail decreases as the number in tne reoair system arcws
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and the numter in ths system can never exceed the popula-.icn

size K. Consequently, the steady state formula for p =1

solves as F = K/2, and the limit as p -^ oo is P=K. The nature

cf the system to which the model is bsing applied, piiiarily

air stations and aircraft carriers, makes the finite popula-

tion model considerably more appropriate than the infinite

population model.

Cne additional comment about applying this model to

Naval Aviation activities is appropriate at this point. It

has been assumed that the service rate is constant; in prac-

tice it will vary sonewhat with the nanber cf units awaiting

service. Some units experience iiiiprcv = d repair raxes as the

number cf tacklcgged units increase because of priority

repair. Some items requiring piece-parts observe shorter A'^P

times wlen cr oss-cannibalization with items already AW?

cccurs. There is in fact a degree of extra repair capacity

that becomes apparent during high demand periods, keeping

the system below saturation unless L\ is physically not

possible to improve service times (as seems to be the case

with VAST) . Regardless, the point made earlier in the CAEAL

study, [Bef. 11: p. 38], that either time mus;t be provided to

work off the backlog or readiness degrada-t.ion will result

must be taken to heart by those who design the system, and

by those in command.

The EANGZR data base obtained for analysis did not

include the populations of the items that fciiled. From expe-

rience, it is known that the populations may range from as

few as four. f cr a E E-2C specific Item to more than a

hundred in the case where there are multiple installations

on different aircraft types. Consequently, attempting to

estimate K for the different items being studied was not

considered feasible. Additionally, the exact numbers and

configurations for some weapons systems are classified

inf ornraticn. In order to perform the simulation desired to
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test tbs model, thersfore, it was necessary to use two c-har

approsiaations for th>; numb'ir of unirs in th= systeiD. The

first apcrcximation estimates the number of items that will

buildup in a saturated (P>1] queueing system over time.

The second appro xim <ition was adapted from the first

(buildup) approximation to allow application when ^£ 1.

These are presented here, and were programmed into the siniu-

laticE allowance ccinpiitation routines to allow for the

computation cf "reasonable" allowance quantities when K was

not known and p was in the ::egion (1-S,oo) (S small).

The buildup rate approximation was presented in

Newell [Bef. 14], and obtains a solution for a transient

state by estimating the rate of buildup of the queue in an

infinite population. His formula was adapted as follows:

let

/^ - service rat=„-;

X = demand rat e , with A >yu ( p > 1) ;

T = expected tiae in system;

Po = expected nujber ia the queue at time 0,
crior to saturation,

== "X T;

B(t*) = Expected backlog increase durina (0,t')
= ( A"-/- ) X t •

;

QB(t')= the number for which the value of the
CDF of a pf-'isson iistribution with mean
B (t» ) is closest to the required safety
(SL) : and

Q(t') = number in the queae at time t'.

Then

QCt')- P. ^ QBCv). (3.5)

This expression for the buildup rate is only a

first-order approxima-^ion in the case of a finite population

because the observed demand rate from such a population will

decrease as the number of items from the population waiting

in the queue grows. The failure rate per unit may remain
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coastar-t, tut the number cf RFI units will steadily

decrease, ":hus lowering *he observed demand rate,

Th= second approximation was adapted from the

buildup approximation to allow for corapu-ation cf allowances

in th€ region (1-6, 1 J # (S small) . In this region the

buildup approximation is not applicable because -here is no

buildup expected: \4. {j^ , The finite population approximation

of th€ number in the repair system for small c, P= ^ + n ,

grows steadily worse as p approaches one because third

order and higher terms become significant. As previously

stated, the expected number in a system wi-h an infinite

populaxicn increases without bound as ^ approaches unity.

The finite population approxima-ions for c close to one

would provide values close to K/2, but x,h5 value of K is no-

available. There is a need during simulation, however, to

establish allowances for a few items which have o just less

than cne. Consequently, the following simple appro xima- ion

for the number in the system was davelopad.

Ir theory, an inventory model attempts -o provide an

allow3.nce quantity ty estimating the distribution of the

number cf units in the repair system, then finding a quan-

tity such that, -he value of the CDF a^. that qusn-i-y is

equal to the safety level. The approximation chosen fcr Q

in the interval (1-6, fj {S small) was to assume the number

cf deiands during a iiransient in-erval were Poisson with

rate X, hut that repairs were deierministic with rate u, .

The following formula was actually applied:

let

T = mean experienced process -ime;

t' = length of endurance period;

Po = the expected number in -he sys-em a- -ime 0,
= A X T;

SL = desired safety level;

A X t« = expected number of demands in (0,-');
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QL(t') = ths number for which the value cf the
CDF of a Fcisson distribution with rate
Xx t* is closest to SL;

ER(t') = expected number cf repairs in (0,t'),
= ^ X t ' ; and

Q(t*) = desired allowance.

Then

QCtO'^Po * QL(i') - ERC<').
(3.6)

Equation 3.6 will be referred to as the deterministic repair

apprcximaticn, and the quantity Q(rM will be used as the

allowance when the following conditions are met:

SL) Q < ^,

b) CL(t«) > ER (t«) » and

c) C(*') < ^/(l-e) •

The use cf X x T as the expected number in the system at

time is straightforward; it is the number expected -c be

in the system at anj given time. Arrivals are a Pcisson

process, so the number of arrivals in tne period (0,t*) is

distributed as a Pcisson random variable. Assuming repairs

to be deterministic allows the expected number of repairs in

(0,t») to be computed simply as ^ x t», with the under-

standing that there is always something m the system to be

repaired. When p is greater than one, the buildup

apprcximaticn is used.

E. a CAPACITATED MOEEL

The inventory model proposed for use with naval aviation

repairable items is provided in Figure 3.5 . The fcllcwina

provides a detailed Icck at how an allowance can be computed

fcith it.
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Figure 3.5 Ihe Proposed Hodel (Operational)
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Application cf the M/M/l queue model to the avail-

able data necessitates maJting some assv-mpt-ions and

manipulating the equations listed in Figure 3,^4 . Available

data provide the irfcrmation needsd to compute th= process

rates as follows :

a) Ecmand rat e ()v) :

let

NR1 = number cf repairs without AW?;

iJEI = numter cf BCM« s without AwP;

NB2 = number cf repairs with AWP;

NE2 = numter cf 3CM* s with AW?; ana

t = length cf data collection period.

Then

prccess ore demands = A, = (NSI + NR1)/t;

process two demands = ^^ = (NB2 + NR2)/t;

total demand = \ = X,-f X^ .

b) Service rats (ix) : average time in the systeiii is kncwr.

from the TAT data base, allowing th<7 service rate to be

computed. The subscripted variables (/'if '^i, Ti) stand

for the appropriate variaole in either prcce.ss ere or

two:

Ti = 1/ (/^i-^i) ;

/^i = ^i > 1/Ti.

c) Traffic intensity (^) is obtained directly from:

Pi = Ai //^i.

Once the forecast fcr the demand and service rate has been

determined, the allowance for the repair process is computed

as fcllcws:

a) Compute the quantities QLi{t') (the SL percentile of

the rumber cf demands to be received in (0,t') , where

t« is the endurance period), and £Ri(t') (the expected

numter of repairs in ( 0,t • ) ,^< t» ) •
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b) Compute the allcwance from one of th€ follcwing three

cas€s.

1) If Pi< 1, and QLi(T»)< E:Ri(t')/ use the infinite

pcpulaticn formula (Equation 3.3):

Qi
'-

JU c f-su)

JU. ?'

1 (3.7)

2) If pi< 1, CLi(t') > Eli(-')f use the deterministic

repair approximation (Equation 3.6):

Qi<^')-- (Ar^) - QL.Cr)~^Rc«')
(3.8)

3) If Pi> 1,

3.5) :

let

Bi(t')

use the buildup approximation (Equation

exoected 'jueue buildup in (0,t')
(Ai-/-i) X t';

QBi(t») = the numbar fo:: which the value cf the
CDF of :i Poisson distribution with
rata Bi(t*) is closest to SI; and

.(<')= kT, y- Qfl. Ci')
(3.9)

These sguaticns allow the proposed model to be used in the

simulation despite the lack of population size information

for the sample items.

2 • Allcvancs Co mput ation Procedure

Data needed tc compute an allowance with this model

is essentially the same as the data needed for the Poisson

model, but must be analyzed differently. The steps are as

follows:
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a) Gather information from tha 3-M data bass; apply lAT

ele!E€nt limits vihere appropriate.

b) Ccmputs th'= following quantities:

1) NR1 - numter of repairs without AWF;

2) NB1 - numtsr of ECM' s without AWP;

3) NE2 - number of repairs with AWP;

4) NB2 - numter of BCM's with AWP;

5) iMIP) - expected value of adm:in {in- process)

time

;

6) Z(RC1) - expected value of SKD + RPR tima for all

actions which had no AWP (NR1 + NB1) ;

7) E(RC2) - expected value of SKD + RPR time for all

actions that had AWP time (NR2 + NB2) ;

8) i:(AWP) - expected value of AWP for those itsms

that had AWP (NR2 •<• NB2) ;

9} I!(OSI) - expected value of off-station order and

sbipfing time for items BCM'd (NE1 + N32) ;

10) z - time period over which the data was gathered;

11) ?H - flyirg hours for the data period t; and

12) -^H* - flying hour forecast.

c) Compute the flying hour forecast factor (F) ,

F = (FHVf) / (FH/t) .

d) Computf? the demand rates:

X, = (NB1 + NR1) / t;

X^ = (NB2 + NR2) / t; and

A = \ + Xj..

e) Compute the uncapacita ted pipeline quantity.

1) Administrative pipeline forecast (FA')

:

PA* = F X \ X E (IP)/t.

Awaiting jarts pipeline forecast (PP') :2)

3)

PP* = F X X-^ X E (AW?)/t.

Wholesale resupply pipeline forecast (PW»):

PW« = F X (NB1 + N32) X S(CST)/t.

Total uncapacit ated pipeline forecast (PT*) :

PT ' = PA ' + PP' + PW '
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f) Frcvide Poisson protection to PT ' , at the specified

safety level, as was done in Equation 2.4 The re3ul-inq

cuantity is QP.

g) Compute the guantiry expected to be in repair process

one.

1) Compute repair rate {M,) :

/^/ = \, + 1/E (RC1) .

2) Project future traffic intensity (
a'

) as:

P • = F X X, /yU, .

3) Project the protected number of demands in (0,t')

and the expected number of repairs:

QLI(t') = the SLth percentile of the CCF of
a Poisson distribution with rate
F X X, X - •

; and

EE1(t •
) = />•, X t» .

4) If ^, •< 1, and QL1(t») < SR1(t')/ solve for the

number in repair process one (Q1) to the desired

safety level (SL 1) by using Equation 3.7:

Q1 = In (1-SL1)/In( (>,•) - 1,

with the requirement that Q1 > 0.

5) If 9, •< 1, and ERl(t')< QLI(t'), use the deter-

ministic repair approximaticn provided in

Equation 3.8:

Ql(t') = PO + QL1(t«) - SR1(t«).

6) If p »> ^, use the approximation provided in

Equation 3.9:

B1 (f) = ( A-^,) X f;

QB1 (f) = the number for which the value of
the CDF of a Poisson distribution
with rate Bl(t') is closest tc SI1

;

and

Po

then

= F X X, X T;

Ql(t ») = Po + Q31 (f) .
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h) Repeat stsp g above using the appropriat;e variafciss ior

process two zo compute the repair process two allowance

(Q2).

i) The final allowance is the sum of the individual allow-

ances (C) / plus the allowed operating level (OL) of

cne

.

1) If neither the buildup approximation r.cr the

deterministic repair approximation had to be used

in computing the allowances for processes cne and

twc, the final allowance (QT) is a steady state

allowance, and is computed as follows:

let

CS = Q1 + Q2 + QP;

then

QT = QS + OL.

2) If either cf the repair processes used one of the

approximations, then the steady state allowance is

net available. The allowance for the endurance

period is:

let

CS(t«) = ^Q1 (t« ) or Q1 ^ + [Q2(t') or Q2\ -»• QS;

then

QT(t') = QS(t') + OL.

3 . C cm t uti n a the Sa fe t y Level

The proposed model requires that safe-^y level param-

eters be established for the uncapacitat ed (admin, ^WP, and

wholesale resupply) pipeline, repair process cne, and repair

process two. There are numerous ways to combine the three

safety level settings to provide an overall safety level

equal to the specified safety level. The simplest method

would be to let all three equal the specified level, but

flexibility in varying the safety level settings for the two
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rapair prccessas is extremely desirable. Consequ^r.-tly , -he

safety level parameter for the admin, AWP, and wholesale

resupply pipeline is set at the specified safety level, and

the safety levels for the two repair processes are coaibiiied

to meet tfce specified safety level based on the to~dl num!:er

of days that items had actually been in each process during

the data collection period. The number in the repair

process is the product of the demand rate and the eiver^ige

time in the process- Therefore,

let

SL = specified safety level;

SL1 = process one safety level;

SL2 = process two safety level;

PI = average number in process one
= A, X 2 (HC1) ; and

P2 = average number in process two
= X^x §(RC2).

Then the following relationship rausz be satisfied:

SL ( Pl-^ PO = SLi • PI * SLI ?1.
(3. 10)

SL is set by higher authority and PI and P2 are -^rb-ained

from the data base; to specify SLI or SL2 before the final

allowances may te computed. For computation purposes, SL

will be fixed at 0.90.

It was found in tests cf sample items that setting

SLI at about 0.97 or 0.98 generally gave the best results in

terms of overall protection. It was necessary to modify this

in cases where the linear relationship established in

Equation 3.10 could not hold. There were a few items for

which no maintenance action resulted in AWP time; the safety

level was set to 0.90 in these cases.
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4. An Example of the Proposed flodel

The following example should help to demonstrate how

the mcdel wcrlcs in ccmpating an allowance. The same basic

data used in the Chapter II example is utilized zo facili-

tate ccmparison.

a) Ga-her TAT data.

TAT element data (days)

RC2 AW5 TAT
2
1 NB1 = 2 uni-s.

BCM 3 1 - a 10 19 N32 = 1 unit.

ECHs: IE RC1
SCK 1 2
BCM 2 1

Repair data (rscrdered)

;

Repair 10 1
- - 1

Repair 3 C 5 - - 5
Hcpair a - -

Repair 5 12 - - 3
Bepair 6 1 3 - - U
Repair 8 5 - - 5
Repair 9 1 1

- - 2 NE 1 = 7 uni-s.

Repair 2 1 - 7 31 39
Repair 7 4 - 9 24 37
Sepair 10 C - 5 3 8 NR2 = 3 units.

b) Compute -he following from thr da-a (revised TAT limits

ussd) :

Action Var Total (days) :iean

Adirinistra ti ve
Process one
Process two
Awaiting parts
Ord'rr and shin
Data period
Forecast period
Flying hours
Forecast flying

hours

c) Compute the forecast factor (F) :

IP 9 .692
RC1 20 2. 22
RC2 29 7.25
AWP 68 17.00
OST • <- 26.00
^ 90
t« 60

FK 1453 hour c

?H» 170 n.our s

F = (FH'/t •)/ (FH/t) .

F = 1700/60)/(1453/§0) ,

F = 1.7 55 .
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d) Ccniputc ths demand rates:

>,- = iNBl + NRl)/t,
>s, = 9/90 = 0.10 units/day.

\i. = (NB2+NR2)/t,
\^ = 4/90 = 0.0444 unirs/day.

\ = >>, + X^
,

\ = 0. 1444 units/day.

e) Ccinput€ the uncat;acita tsd pipeline allowance.

1) Admin pipeline forecast (PA'):

PA' = F X \ X E/IP) /
= 1.755 X .t44U X
= 0. 175 units.

692,

2) Awaiting pai'ts pipeline forecast (PF') :

PP' = F X >v X E{AW?) ,
= 1.755 X .0444 X 17.0,
= 1,325 anits.

3) Wholesale i?isupply pipeline forecast (PW) :

PW ' = F X i(NE1+NB2)/t) X E (OST) ,
= 1.755 X J[3/90) X 26,
= 1.5 21 units.

4) Provide ?ci.':Son protection for this pipeline:

PT' = PA' + PP' + PW ,
= .175 + 1,325 + 1.521,
= 3.021 units.

Pcisson prcbabilitiss for a mean of 3.021 are:

n

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

*n =

0. 0488
0. 1473
0. 2225
0. 2240
0. 1692
0. 1022
0. 0515
0. 0222
0. 0084

0.0488
0. 1960
0.4185
0.6425
0. 8117
0. 9140*
0.9654
0.9876
0.9960

-'
t
provides protacticn closest to 0.90,

sc
QP = 5 units.

f) Ccniput€ the quartity expected to be in repair prcc<=ss

one.

1) Ccirput? retair rate (/",):

/., = \
= 0. 55 units/day,

'/ + 1/E(RCT),10+ (1/2. 22f ,

'. 55 units/day.
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2) Ccmpute the expected r.umbar of repairs in (0,t'):

ER1 (t«) = /i,
, X t •

,

sc

EB1 (90) = .55 X 90,
=49.50 unirs.

3) Compute the protected number of demands in {Q,z*)

let

SL1 = 0.98 ;

then

QL1(t») = 98th percentile of the CDF of a
Poisson (F X X, X t') distribution;

F - )v • t» = 1.755 X . 10 X 90,
= 15.795 units;

therefore

QL1 (90) = 24 units.

4) Project future traffic in-ensiry (^,M as:

^, • = F X X, / ^ ,

= 1. 755 X .10 / .55,
= 0. 319 .

5) Solve for the protected number in repair process

one.

^,<1, and EP1(90) > QL1(90), -herefcre compute Q1

as:

CI = (ln(1 - SL1)/ln (p,)) - 1,

= (lnf.02]t/ln(.319)) - 1,
= 2-42 unirs.

g) Solve for SL2:

PI = X. X S(RC1) ,
= 0.2 22 uni's;

P2 = Av X 2(RC2) ,
= 0.322 units; and

SL X (P1 + P2) = SL 1 X ?1 - SL2 x P2,

.90 X .544 = .98 x .222 -«• SL2 x .322,

ana

SL2 = 0. 845 .
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h) Bepeat the above using the appropriate variablss for

process two:

/^^ = \^ ^ 1/E]RC2) ,

= .0 44a ^ i/7.25.
= 0. 182 uni^s/day.

EB2(t«) = /^it«.

so

EP.2(90) = .182 X 90,
= 16.38 units;

E2 (f) = F At. t' ;

so

B2(90) = 1.755 X .0444 x 90,
= 7.013 units;

QI(90) = 84.5th percentile of the
CDF of §oisson(7.013) ,

= 9 units;

fi.' = F X Av //^ I. r

- 1.755 X .0444/. 182,
= 0.4 28; and

p-,^»< 1, and ES2 (90) > QL2(90), so find Q2 as:

Q2 = (In (1 - SL2)/ln(p^«)) - 1r

= (Inri -. 845) /in(.428) ) - 1,
= 1.20 units.

i) CciDput^ the final allowance (QT) as:

QS = Q1 + Q2 + QP,

= 5 -f 2.42 1 .20 ,

= 8.6 2 => 9 unirs; and

QT = QS + OL,

= 9+1,
= 10 units.

Table XI provides a summary of the values computed

by this mcdel versus the RIMSTOP levels. Ccmpaiiscns

between the RIMAIR model and the proposad modal will be

provided in Chapter IV.
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TABL2 XI

BIMSIOP - Proposed Hodel Allowances

BIMSTOP Model Example
Level Expression Quan-city

Repair cycle 2, 72
Administrative PA' 0.18
Erccsss one PI' 0.U7
Process two P2' 0.75
awaiting parts PP' 1.33

Order and PW 1.52
shipping time

Total pipeline P* 4.2U
forecast =====:

QS-P' 4.76

OL 1.00

QT 10

Protected Q1 2.42
I

allowances Q2 1.20 I

QP ^5
j

Tctal orotected QS 9
quantity (rounded) ======:

Safety Level QS-P» 4.76 1

I

Operating Level OL 1.00
j

Final allowance
1

I

I
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I?. COMPARING THE HODELS

a. QOEDE CHABACJERISTICS

1 • Theoretical Clff sren ces

The M/M/oo qusueing modal, which is -h^ thecratical

basis fcr the FIMAIS allowanca corapuxation raodel, and the

M/M/l queueing icodsl, which underlies the repair prccess

allowance ccmputaticc in the proposed aodal, were presented

separately in Chapters II and III, respec- ively. Figure 4,1

summarizes their characteristics. The .1/M/1 queueing model

is distinguished frcm the M/M/oo model by the limi- r hat

exists on its service capacity. The assumption of a si-iglr

server introduces the possibility tha* a unit entering the

system will find ths server busy, and thersfore must wait

for service. Use of the M/M/oo aiodel presumes that thsre

will always be an empty server, implying that waiting time

will t€ zero.

The difference becomes most apparent when the

demand rate approaches or exceeds the service rate. Even

under these conditions, thers is still no waiting time expe-

rienced in the M/M/oo system; whereas the number of units

awaiting service in the M/M/1 system grows significantly.

When the demand rate exceeds the service rate, the V./yi/^

system becomes saturated and the only bound that exists on

the number awaiting service in the syst=m is the number in

the population itself.

This basic differ enca brings about every ether

difference between the systems. For the same traffic inten-

sity p, the number expected to be in the i^/M/l system is

higher because of the presence of units waiting for service.

For the same reason, the total time that a unit is expected

to be in the M/M/l system is higher.
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Faramster Assumptions
Symtcl Name M/M/^do M/M/1

\ Arrival Independent arrivals Same
rats Ccr.stant raxe Saaae

Exponential Same
in -er arrival times

M. Service Exponential Exponential
r^ rate service times, service times,

identical for single serve-
each server

Each service is Same
indep endent

Traffic.^ e = Va- e = Va-

P Mean # in ? = (> 0<d<1 ? = 9/(1-§)
system
(Dice line P " '' F undefined
quantity) *

in fi rite d>1 ?->oo
populaT-icn ^

finite p«1 P = 9 + p

population K p-» 1 F = K/2-»^ K(K+2) (^-1)/12

^>>1 ? -» K - 1/^

T Mean time T = "B/ \ ~ I/a T = 1/ (il-X)
in system '

W Mean wait H = w = T - I/a
time '

TT (D) Pr

:)

beir.g ir ^''^)-

^

p > 1 iT(n)=a ^ ^
3- ate n, '^i ^ " (transient]
infinite pop

Prob o i^ 1 -Tr(n) = (l-p>?7. p*^^')

of be in c in ^ ^

state n^
,

finite pop K P = 1 'ir(n) = -^

Figure U.I Queue Charactsristics, H/M/00 vs M/M/l
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2- Differences in Application

Application of the data base to both models starts

with the same information: demands per unit time and average

service time. The major difference in -he models shows up

in -he computation cf xhe service rare, yu. In the M/M/oo

model, th= service rate is the reciprocal of the average

service time (? = 1/T) , which is also the mean time in the

system. In the M/M/1 model, however, the mean time in -he

sysTSir is the reciprocal of the difference between the

service rate and the arrival rata, (? = 1/(a-A )). This

expression is valid only when the service rate exceeds the

demanc rate. In order to compute allowances, therefore, it

is necessary to assume that on the average the system is not

saturated Dver t (the data collection period). This allows

the servic= rate to te computed as u=A+1/T, and the actual

service rat? used ir the M/M/1 model will be higher than

that m the M/M/oo ircdel given the same values for demand

rate {\) and average time in the system (T) , Consequently,

the traffic intensity ^ is Icwer in the M/a/1 formulation,

and the assumption that the system is not saturated during

the demand period leads to a traffic intensity value (^)

that is less than one. By contrast, the p value in the

M/M/oo queue can assume any value because the queue cannot

tecome saturated.

The fact that both models assume that average past

experience did net result in saturation is a key point. If

a niodel is developed without knowing any more abcut the

service facility thar the fact that it had never been satu-

rated, a modeller would be hard pressed to decide en the

appropriate model; bcth of the queueing models detailed here

could be used. The key difference between the two models

lies in the ability tc forecast the effects of future demand

increases. Use of the M/M/oo model in forecasting implies a
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telle f -that the sysTea will never become saturated, no

matter hew much demard increases; use of the M/-V1 model

allows for the pcssitilixy that the system can beccrj_f sa tu-

rated if demand increases sufficiently. It was belief in

this latter condition, limited repair capacity, tka- led to

the devalcpccen- cf the proposed model.

3- Theoretical fl llowan ce Com par ison

The allowances that would be calculated ty each

theoretical model, given the appropriate traffic intensity

(or pipeline quantity) and protection level are provided in

Tables XII and XIII . (Table XII was computed by listing

the allowance quantity that is closest to the specified SL.)

The differences generated in an infinite population gueueing

situation by the ur.derlying theoretical models are worth

noting.

The situation in which there is no forecast deaand

increase is considered first. In this situation, both iicdels

use the same pipeline quantity computed as P= A T, as

explained in the previous section. Table XII indicates that

the M/M/1 model will generate an allowance of 4 units if the

pipeline quantity is 1.5 units (traffic intensity 0.60) and

the protection level is 0. 90. By comparison. Table XIII

shows that the ^/^/oc model will generate an allowance of

cnly 2 units when the same pipeline quantity and protection

level is used.

If the forecast factor (F) is used to anticipate

increased demand, then the difference between the allowances

computed ty the models becomes larger. If F=1. 33, the

allowance computed by the M/M/1 model given the input data

from the previous example would oe 9 units: the forecast

traffic intensity would be 0.80 (1.33 x 0.60), which leads

to an average pipeline quantity of 4 units, and a protected

quantity cf 9. The M/VOo model allowance would not increase
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at all: tha 0.90 prot9ct.ion level allowance for a traffic

intensity of 2.00 (1.33 x 1.5) is still 3 units. The =ffact

of having adequately many s-5rv€r£ is quiz- substantial;

assuming that units will not have to wait for service will

cause allcwances to be significantly lower than i.f only a

single server is available.

**• Applied allowance Differe nce s

Ihe RIMAIR and the proposed model allcwanc?; computa-

tion procedures can be directly compared if the fcllcwing

conditions are met:

a. all actions are repairs without AWP,

b. ncne of the TAT observations is limited,

c. the average IP value is 0.0,

d. the demand rate [\) is specified, and

e. the M/t?/1 system is not saturated.

In otter words, direct comparison can be ma'^G only if the

data provide the same SKD+RPR times aff^r the difiiering TAT

element limits are applied, and all other TAT ^lam'snt cbser-

vaticES are zero. In this restricted case, both models use

the same values for demand rate {\) and process time (T) .

Consequently, both prccesses have the same expected pipeline

(F) , F=XT. The service rates will be higher for the M/M/1

queue, as explained previously. The M/M/(x> model has

service rate (q) equal to P, while for the M/f?/1 queue, o

can be expressed in terms of P as follows:

P = ^ / (1-p)

so

^ = p / (p+1)
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Using this relationship, it is straightforward to compare

the process le^zes and allcvances generated by t.he twc icdris

for any specified level of demand. Table XIV provides two

examples.

Ihe top exaiDfle (A) compares allowances computed by

each model when "he forecast daraani rate is the same as the

experienced demand rate. There is no difference in the

allowances generated whan the average pipeline quantity is

1.0 unit cr less. As ? incr-aases, however, the proposed

model computes allcwancas that are greater than these

computed by the PIMAI2 raodei. At P=5.0, the difference in

allowance is 4 units: 8 is the allowance computed by the

RlilAIB mcdel, and 12 is computed h f the proposed model. For

larger values of ?, the determiniot ic service approximation

(for the three mcnth endurance period) provides allowances

at least as large as those computed by the EIMAIS model, tut

less than would have besn compute! by the infinits popula-

tion formula for the expected numb'sr in the system. If that

formula had been used, the allowiinces would have besn much

higher: 23 for ? = 10 units ar i 35 for P = 15.

The bottom table shorfs tlie results of using the

proposed model and forecasting a 2:3% increase in demand, but

with no increase in the repair rate. For all values of P'

equal to or greater than 1.25» the proposed mcdel computes a

higher allowance, even when the- approximations for the three

month endurance raricd are used.

The endurance period approximations provide a capa-

bility tc project requirements that are more "reasonable"

than the unbounded solutions in the infinite population

case, hut they are still not bounded as they would be if the

number in the population were known and the finite popula-

tion uodel used. Tha allowances provided by the two

endurance period approximations can grow without bound

because there is nc limit on t', and it is important tc note

that thay dc not provide steady state solutions.
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TABLE XIV

Model Allowance Comparison

A. Ccmparison with no forecast demand increase

Safety Level:
D G m a na r at e

:

Endurance oeriod:
Experienced lAT:
Forecast factor:

SL
X
t •

T
F

0.90
0.50/ day
3 months
as lisi: = d
1.00

T P 1 BIMAIR mod s:1 1 Proposed model In era as
days

1
All owance All cwance 1%)

0.2 0.1 0. 1 0.091
O.U C.2 0.2 0. 167
0.6 0.3 0.3 1 0. 231 1

1. 0.5 0.5 1 0. 333 1

2. 1.C 1.0 2 0. 500 2
3. j 1. ": 1.5 3 0. 600 U 33
a. 2o C 2.0 3 0.667 5 60
6. 3,0 3.0 5 0.750 7 43

10. 1 5.C 5.0 8 0.833 12 50
20. 10.0 10.0 14 0. 909 14*
30.

1
15.

C

15. 20 0.938 2 0*

indicates cc. ses where the deterministic service
approximation for *he endurance period was used.

B. Ccipparison
process ra-

usmc
.as an(

the above input data to predict
forecasting increased demand.

_ J. ^

For
F c r e ca s t
Forecast
F c r s ca s t

L, t , and
ca s t "

T
tactor'
demand;
::or o:
for F:

as above.
F = 1.25
X« = 0.625/day
P'
P'

= F X O
= 'x T

T 1 P* 1 iJIMAIS model ProDos ed mo del Increas
days

j

« All owance 0« A 11 owance ("'0

0.2 .125 0.125 0. 114
0.4 .25 G. 25 1 0. 208 1

0.6 .375 0.375 1 0. 288 1

1, .625 0.625 1 0. 375 1

^ . 1.25 1.25 2 0. 625 4 100
3. 1.88 T. 8 8 3 0.750 7 133
4. 2.5C 2.50 4 0.833 12 200
6. 3.75 3.75 5 0. 938 9* 50

10. 6.25 6.25 9 1. 042 10** 11
20- 12.50i 12.50 17 1. 136 23** 35
30. 18.7!5| 1£.75 24 1. 172 3 1** 29

* indicates cases where the dexerministic service
approximation for the endurance period was used.

indicates cases where the endurance period buildup
1

rate approximation was used.
j
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Th€ steady state solution for the M/M/oo model is

provided fcy the Poisson distribution, and time tc r=ach

steady sxate is r.ever at issue. Allowing the M/M/1 sys-r^m to

become saturated, however, requires that an endurance period

be specified in order to compute allowances for the tran-

sient states. Ever if the system is not saturated, the

steady state approximation using SL = 1-(c*') provides the

same allcwance whether X=0.01/day or A=10/day, as long as

the ratic ^ /u is constant. The time to reach this steady

state is ccnsiderafcly longer in the case A = 0.01/day,

however, and the allcwance necessary to support a 90 day

operational period is lower.

B. SEHSITI7ITY TO INFOT DATA

'' • L^ZS: 3as e Prc blems

The data base used as input to either model has

numerous prcblems, particularly in the identification of

manufacturer's parts numbers to national stock numbers.

Eecause of these prcblems, ASO personnel are required to

manually massage the received data prior to the computation

cf allowances. As a minimum, they compare at least two sets

cf data covering siiilar usage periods at similar sites

before accepting any single set of inputs for allcvance

computaticn. Large differences in TAT, percentage of demands

repaired, and demand rates are common. The current model is

reasonably stable ir. that it requires fairly substantial

changes in one of these factors before an increased or

decreased allowance is computed; the RIMAIR model should be

just as stable.

Tie high price of most components; the usual tight

funding constraints en transportation, repair, and procure-

ment budgets; and the long lead times necessary for both

budgeting and procurement all create a strong influence for
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establishing an ixstn's allowances onca only when the item

first enters the supply system. Frequently identical allow-

ances are established for a group of sites, such as ail

aircraf- carriers, and are considered fixed unless extraor-

dinary conditions arise. Allowances are changed, of course,

primarily as unanticipated demand forces increas?;s. Poor

initial provisioning, lower than expected reliability or

maintainability, lack of repair parts, and numerous c'her

situatiCLS cause these increases. The environment remains,

however, to minimize change as much as possible.

Proposing the use of a new model requires thar an

estimate of its effect on the established system be made. In

the case of the model proposed in this thesis, the effect

could be significant. The use of relaxed TAT limits causes

higher allowances to be generated for many items. The

inclusion of 3CM TAT in the pipeline also increases allow-

ances. The use of the capacity-constrained model would cause

allowance increases for items with ? values above about 1

unit. Ncna of these effects is necessarily bad; in fact,

establishing the validity of the proposed model might create

a vehicle that would help justify additional funds for

needed suppcrt. Certainly the existence of very real

capacity constraints on the VAST system is well documented.

Establishing a legitimate cost for the allowances needed to

suppcrt this system at a mobilization tempo could provide

planners with infcriration for making a better cost-

effectiveness tradeoff on system support. It remains *o be

shown, however, whether the model is useful on a cruise-to-

cruise or site-to-site basis, or whether it is too sensitive

to small changes in input data.
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2. ijlfcted Bxa nples

The relative sensitivity of the I^IMAIK mcdijl

compared to the proposed model can be demonstrated using the

sample input data used previously. In order r, c compare

allowances on a fair basis it is necessary to use the sane

input data in each mcdel. Consequently, the EIMiilE mod«;;l

will be modified to include BCM TAT and -^o use the r?-lax-:}d

TAT limits developed in Chapter III. The result cf doing

this is shown in Table XV . Par- A of the table provides

the input data, which is applicable to all examples in this

seer ion. Part B shows the allowance computation wi-.h bc-:h

the original and revised inputs to the RIMAIE model, and tlie

allowance computation for the proposed model.

Inclusion of the BCM TAT and use cf the relaxed t:lT

constraints increases the pipeline quantity used in the

BIMAIB model froir 3. 1U to 3.98 units. The pipelins is scra-j-

what higher in the proposed model because of the forecaist

factor. If the forecast factor were 1.00, both models would

have ths sane total pipeline; with a forecast factor greater

than cna, the nuaber in the repair processes of the proposed

model grow faster than the forecast factor because cf the

increased number of units awaiting service. The major

difference between the allowances computed by the two

models, however, is the increased safety level quantity

computed by the proposed model.

The following examples are provided to illa.=trate

the effect that different input data wculd have cv. -^he

allowances generated by the RIMAIR model and the proposed

model. In each case, the results of the allowances computed

will be compared to the allowances shown in Table XV

Allowances computed for the RIMAIR model include the 3CM TAT

and use the relaxed TAT limits. The example cases are:
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TABLS X¥

BIMAIR - Proposed Kodel Allowance Coaparison

I

A. Input data
TAT elanent data

IP RC1 RC2 AWP TAT

BCM 1 2 > . 2
BCM 2 1

- — 1

BCM 3 1
~ 6 10 19

1

2 1

3
U
5 1

6 1

7 4
8
9 1

10

Repair
Repair
R e pa i r
Repair
R e pa i r
R s pa i r
R «= ta i r
Repair
R e pa i r
R e pa i r

Action
Administrative
Process one
Free ess two
Awairina parts
Order and shif
Data period
Forecast period
Flying hours
Forecast flying

hours
Flying hour factor

1
— — 1
-1

31 39
5 " - 5

— —

2 - •> 3
3 - — 4

9 24 37
5 - - 5
1

— - 2
5 3 8

Var
IP
RC1
RC2
AW?
OST

FH
FH»

"ot-al (days)

20
29
68

90
60

1453
1700

1 .755

2
7

17
26

Mean
692
22
25
00
00

hours
hours

3. Allcwanca Computation

RII?STC?
Level

Repair cycle

RIM AIR Modal
Var Oriq # Re v *

\iT) itsunits

JE« 1.62

OSI F3« 1.52

Tctai pipeline ?• 3.14

Safety QF-P« 1.86

Operating OL 1.00

2.03

1. 95*

3. 9 8

2.02

1. 00

Proposad Mcdel
Var » units

PA' +P1 '

+

P2 •+?? »

PW
P'

QS-?»

OL

QT

2.72

1.52

4,24

4.76

1.00

ToTotal CT 6 7

*CST figure fcr revised RIMAIR modal includes BCM TAT.
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a) Ih<= percentage cf successful repairs is increased to

100^ (same TAT ctserved)

.

b) The percentage cf successful repairs in decreased to

ne% .

c) The flying hour factor (F) is 1.00.

d) Ibe flying hour factor (F) is 1.25.

e) No AWP time is experienced.

These are -he type cf differences generally observed when

sites with similar aviation support missions are compared.

These cases are '"vrhat if" cases, using the TAT da*-.a frcni the

13 maintenance actiors listed in Table XV to compute allow-

ances as if the number of successful repairs were different

in cases a) and b) , as if the future drmand forecast were

different in cases c) and d) , and as if the piece-part

support were improved :.n case e) .

The Ccisz (a) assumption, tnat all 13 inductions

resulted in success^ful repair, has the same effect ci: the

allowances ccmputed by both models. Table XVI A presents

the results in the following format. The RIMAIS mcdel and

the prcpcsed mod:?l ar^j shown on the left and right side of

the table, respectively. Two sets of output are presented

for each ircdel. For the RI MAIR model, the output from the

Table XV example (in the column labeled "Rev") and the

output that results from the change being illustrated by the

current case (column labeled "Now") are provided. The

columrs labeled "Orig"' and "Now" for the proposed model

represent the Table XV example and the current case, respec-

tively. Within each set of output, the data are grouped to

help illustrate the pipelines that are computed by the

models, and the allowances that are generated by the

fipelines.

Table XVI A shows that the allowance that would

result if all of the 13 units inducted had been successfully

repaired would be 5 units using the SIJIAIR model, and 8
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TABLE XVI

Hodel Conparison: Varying Repair Percentage

A. 100?? cf it^ms irducted are repaired.

EIMAIR Mod
Variatl€ Rev

€l
Now Var

Propo
Ori

sed
g

Hod il
New

1.95 0.0

PA«
ppi
FW«

PT»
->QP

. 13
1.33
1. 52

3.02
5

li
0,

.18
33

.0

FE» 1,.50
3

P1»
1

->Q1
.47

2. 42
« 47

2.42

PF. • 2.03 2.46
P2'
->Q2

.75
1. 20

€.75
1.20

P« 3.98 2.46 p. 4. 24 2, 72

SL 2.02 1.54 SL 4. 76 4..28

CF 6 4 QS 9 7

CI 1 1 OL 1 1

Tcts.l 7 5 10 8

B. Cnly 46% of itsms inducxed are repaired.

Var
RIMAIR Model

Variable Orig Now
Prooosed Model
Orig Now

I

--—

PB« 1. 95

I
PA'

I P?«
I

PW«

4. 87*
1 PT'
->QP

FB«

F«

SI

QF

01

Total

2.03

3. 98

2.02

6

1

7

1. 13*

6. 01

2. 99

9

1

io'

I P1»
->Q1

I P2'
->Q2

P«

SL

. 18
1. 33
1. 52

3. 02

.47

.75

4. 24

4.76

1

3

18
33
55

5

2.42

1.20

5.05

.47

.75

6.27

5.73

2. 42

1 .20

QS

OL

9

1

10

12

1

13
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units if th® proposed model were used. These allowances are

toth two units less than the comparable allowances genera-ed

in Table XV This is the result of eliminating the wholesale

resupply pipeline.

The case (b) results are shown in Table X7I B. The

number cf successful repairs 1:0 is reduced to 6 of the 13

units inducted (46%) . The s-arred (*) guan-i-ies for the

FIMAI5 model actually depend on which maintenance actions

(high TAT, lew TAT, cr whatever) resulTied in 3CMs; the total

BIMAIE pipeline will be the same in either case. The allow-

ance ccrapuxed by the RIMAIR model increases 3 units to a

total cf 1G units when the number of BCMs increas-^. The

allowance computed by the proposed model also increases 3

units, tc a total cf 13. In both models, the increase is due

to the larger wholesale resupply pipeline tha* results when

fewer units are repaired locally.

If BCM TAT had not been included in the RIMAIR pipe-

line, the allowances that weald have resulted would have

teen lower. In the case of 100?5 repair, the allowance would

decrease from the original 6 to 5 units. In the case of

fewer repairs, however, the final allowance depends on

knowing specifically which of the maintenance actions listed

in Table XV A resulted in units being declared BCM. If the

units with the highest TAT had been declared BCH, the

resulting allowance would be only 6 units; there would be no

increase frciD the original allowance because the increased

resupply pipeline is offset by a reduced repair pipeline.

If the 6 units with the highest TAT had been repaired,

however, the increased repair pipeline causes the resulting

allowance tc increase to 8 units.

This helps tc illustrate the need for including the

ECM TAT in the pipeline. The expected number of uni-^s in

the total pipeline dees not change in these two cases, tut

the allowance computed varies by two units because in the
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first case (whsr? the allowanca rsmains 6), the BCM'd ii^^ms

had substantial TAT that was ignored; in the second caSS;

(allowance 8) , they had relatively litxle TAT, sc -.he

deficiency was minimal.

Cases (c) and (d) illustrate the effect demand for?-

cas-ing has on the allowances. In the first of these,

presented in Table XVII A, the allowance is computed

directly from the input data, without any forecasted demand

increase; the pipeline quantities for each model ar(= the

same. In case (d) , a forecast factor of 1.25 is used.

The allowances computed by the proposed model are-

still greater than the allowances computed by the RIJ^AIR

model in cases (c) and (d), but the amount that it in

greater has decreased. In case (c) (F = 1.00), the proposed

allowance quantity is reduced two in the uncapacitat ed pipe-

line and two more in the repair cycle because the traffic

intensities have been significantly reduced. The resultina

allowance of 6 units is now only one unit higher than the

allowance of 5 computed by the RI^AIR model. The reduction

in allowance in the proposed model that results frcm Icvier

traffic intensity can be used as an argument that increased

repair capacity for seme items would result in lower allow-

ance guantities. In reverse, it shows the allcwanc-r

increase necessary when forecasting higher demand rates

without an increase in repair capacity.

Increasing the forecast from 1.00 to 1.25 raises all

cf the rates by 25"^, as shown in Table XVII 3. The expected

number in the repair pipeline of the proposed model

increases slightly icre than this. Both models exhibit

lower allowances than in the original case where F=1.755,

but each increased the allowance one unit over the case

where F=1.00.
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TABLE XVII

Hodel Coapaiison: Varying Forecast Factors

A. Demand forecast factor

BIMAIR Model
Variatle Rev Now

+

(F) is 1.00.

?r
Var

cpo.sed Modf:l
Oria Now

PE» 1.95 1. 11
I

PR

P •

SL

QP

CI

Total

2.03

3.98

2.02

6

1

7

1. 161. 16

2.27

1.73

H

1

5 I

B. Damand forecast fac-or

RIMAIR Model
Var Rev Now

PE 1.95 1.39

PR*

F«

SI

QP

01

Total

2.03

3. 98

2.02

6

1

7

1. US

2. 83

2. 17

5

1

6

PA«
PP» 1.
PW 1.

PT« 3.
->QP

PI'
->Q1

P2«
->Q2

P» 4.

SL 4.

QS

OL

(F) equ

?r
Var

PA'
PP' 1.
PW 1.

PT'
->QP

P1»
->Q1

P2'
->Q2

2.42

1. 20

18
3 3
52

02 1
r—

O

47

75

24 2,

76 2

9

1

10

sis ' ''S

oposed Modt^il
Orig

18
33
52 1

10
75
87

72

22

32

27

73

1.30

.32

5

1

6

Dl

SL

4.

4.

2

47

75

24

76

4.

2.42

1.20

2

3

Now

12
94
03

15

29

44

88

12

4

1. 65

.57

QS

OL

9

1

10

6

1

7
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In cases (a) and (b), both the RIMAIP model (wi-h

ECM TAT included and usiii:) revised TAT constraints) and the

proposed model showed zhe same relative change between

allowances; in cases (c) and (d) , the proposed model exhib-

ited larger decreases in allowance because ^.he traffic

intensities were lower. The last case, case (e) , shows the

effect wfcen no A WP time is experienced. Table XVIII provides

TABLE XVIII

Model Ccmparison: AHP Eliminated

RIMAIE Model I
Proposed Model

Var Rev Now | Var Orig Now

PB 1.95

PS*

P»

2 . 03

3.98

1. 16

2. 27

SI 2.02 1.:'3

QP 6 u

OL

Total

1

7

1

PA'
ppi
PW

i PT'
I ->QP

PI '

i
->Qi

I

P2'
->Q2

t*

SL

QS

OL

. 18
1. 33
1. 52

3,02

.47

.75

5

2.42

1. 20

4,

4,

24

76

9

1

10

. 18
0.0
1.52

1.70

1.63

0.0

3.33

3.67

3

3. 79

0.0

7

1

8

the results. The proposed model again exhibits the same

decrease in allowance (two units) that the RIMAIE model

does. With no AHP time experienced, all of the units are

assumed to go through the same repair process in the

proposed model, and the expected number in the system (at
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F=1.755) is higher than it was whan there were -wo separate

rspair prcc=sses occurring in parallsl. This is a flaw in

the picpcsed model; the expected number in the sys-cem should

not rise this much.

The proposed model did not exhibit any more vari-

ability in cases a), t) , and e) -chan the RIMAIP. model with

revised inpu- data did. In cases c) and d) , which examined

the effect of forecasting, the changes in the proposed model

were larger, which is exactly what it was designed for. In

the cas'r cf .F=1.00, the proposed model computed an allowance

that was cnl^ 1 unit higher than the HIMAIR allowance. At

F=1. 2 ;he proposed model allowance was still one unit

higher. In the original case, however, with F=1.'755, the

proposed irodel computed an allowance that was three units

higher, because the traffic intensities in the repair

processes were increased significantly, without any expected

increase in the repair rate.

ThesB few examples help to illustrate the changes

brought abcat in a single item when input factors are

changed. In Chapter V, the complete sample of 79 iteirs is

examined to =how the effects some of these same factors have

when the modsls are applied across part of the inventory.
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?. MODEL SIMULATION

A. nSS SANGER DATA EASE

The data base provided by NAMSO was used in a simulation

to test the hypotheses that evolved during the modelling

process. The processing dates for each action (i.e.

removal, induction, etc.) were used to simulate the

parfcrmance of the allowance levels developed by bo-h the

EIMAIF model and the proposed model.

Simulating with real-world data has both advantages and

serious drawbacks. The key advantage is that the assumptions

that were developed about the distribution of the TAT

element times did not have to be used in generating random

numbers, as would have to be done in developing a

Monte-Carlo simulaticn. The only statistics that were drawn

from the data were the average TAT element times and the

number of transactions of each type that occurred; all

repair cycle actions were assumed to happen on the date

indicated in the data base.*

There are two disadvantages to using real-world data in

simulating the performance of the models. First, it does not

allow for multiple tests of any given hypothesis. No confi-

dence interval for the results can be obtained, whereas

repeated trials of a Monte-Carlo simulation with different

base
days
resu
days
days
resu
time
prop
como
af f e

Shol-^sale .r €sijpgly_ timewas no t _ includ rd . in, ^ the data

, wn

, an

ppiy^
S IS
csed
ariso
cted.

IS time interval was set determmistically as 26
ich was computed as the expected value of wholesale
tiire when 35? of required items are supolied in 15
d the remaining 15^ are delayed an additicral 7U
heee times are the NAVSUP goals for wholesale
of aviation activities. Lack of actual resupply
no- considered a serious deficiency becaus= the
model was built to model the repair crocess and
ns between the two models are not significantly
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randcir nunitcrs voiild allow the const.raction cf ccr.ficer.ce

intervals. Consequently, results from the various simula-

tions may bs accepted as an indication of how one model

perforins against the cthsr, but are in no way conclusive.

Another disadvantage of using real-world data is That it

is biased. The actual TAT's experienced by the RANGER

reflect not only rheir own repair capabilities, but alsc the

number cf RFT units in inventory. There ar= thrae repair

priorities used en incst ships: low for normal stock replen-

ishment, medium for high-demand repairaoles when they fall

to 255 Bfl on hand, and high for units needed immediately

for irstallation. These latter units are known as EXEEF's

(expeditious repair units) , and all efforts are made to

complete EXFEP's quickly. Cross-cannibalizat ion of parts is

ccmmcr in -this situation if there are any AW? units from

which to obtain parts, and off-ship parts expediting is used

to the maximum degree possible. The important point, there-

fore, is that RANGER TAT data reflects repair actions

required by both deaand and inventory position. The data

base provides the demand history, but tracking inventory

position ever time is considerably more difficult.

It was noted in chapter II that the model used for past

AVCAI's was not the RIMAIR model but an elder model that

provided Ecisson protection to the repair pipeline and also

added an attrition portion equal to tne 90 day 3CM forecast.

Although these quantities can be obtained, the number of

units actually on board at any given time would not be known

because actual inventory levels may not have agreed with the

allowances, i.e., farx of the inventory was off the ship

supporting detachment operations and/or dates for icaterial

received from th^ wholesale system are not available. Ihe

bottom line is that the ship has to manage with a given

number cf units and the TAT observations must reflect this.

Consequently, the sicrulation cannot forecast how the RANGER
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might have done with differen- allowances; it can only

compaxs the performancs of tha allowanc9s cospa-^, ed by the

RIMAIR and proposed models when applied to the EANGEB's

data

.

B. HEASOBE OP EFPECIIVENESS

The desired inventory goal is to provide a specified

minimum aircraft availability for -he Ibssi inventory

investment possible. This is not possible 1:3 -nis simula-

tion b==cause there is no simple method for relating the

availability of components to aircraft availability.

Additionally, the unit prices for the items were not

included in the sample data specifically tc avoid the possi-

bility cf a few extrsmely high-priced items influencing the

results. In application, unit price considerations can be

taken into acccunt by varying safety levels (or by some

ether method) and would probably have similar effects en

either the RIMAIR or proposed model allowances.

An inventory effectiveness goal can always be reached if

enough items are added to inventory. Budgets for inventory

procurement and rework are limited, however, so inventory

models must also be reasonably efficient in -erms cf the

number of units they stock to reach the goal. The measure

of effectiveness (MCE) for this simulation, therefore,

should reward an allowance model that comes close to meeting

the stockage goal (assumed to be 90% in accordance with the

safety level setting) and penalizes a model that computes

too high an allowance in doing this. The difficulty in

applying such an MOE is in deciding an appropriate balance

between the reward and the penalty. In order to rate the

results cf the simulation, then, both the achieved effec-

tiveness figures fcr each model under a given set of

conditions, and the total number of units computed by the

model for allowances will be provided.
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C- SIHOIATION BESOLIS

The simulaticr. results show the relaxive values for a

Lumber cf policies that have b«^en recommended. Firs*., -he

filMAIB ar.d proposed models are compared in the form in which

they are presented in Chapters II and III, respectively.

Comparison is made between the protected pipeline and repair

cycle quantities that each model computes, without adding

any operating level or mobilization additives. The HIMAIR

model is then trade comparabl-^ to the proposed mod = l by

applying the revised lAT limits (Table X) to the input data,

and by including the BCM TAT in the pipeline. Both models

are then enhanced by stipulating a minimum one day TAT for

any action to help ccmpensats for the lack of time discrimi-

nation in the data hase. Next^ the results of adding the

operating l=vel cf ore each is shown. Examples of line items

where each model seems to perform better are then presented

and analyzed in an attempt to distinguish characteristics

that mak€ one model cr the other perform better.

The last two siculations explors two different aspects

of th? models. In the first of these, different safety

level settings for the proposed model are compared. The

proposed model presents more tlexioility for safety level

development because of the tradeoff between sarety levelo

e effect ofset for repair process one and two, and

different settings is shown. Finally, both models ara used

to predict allowances with flying hour factors in the range

1.00 to 2.00. The use of increased flying hours is supported

ty analysis cf the RANGER'S deployed operations.

'' • Eas eline Simu latio n

The baseline simulation results presented in table

XIX provide the results of the RI«AIR and the prcposed

models as they viould perform without considering operating
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levels in either model, without satting TAT to a miriimuffl of

ens day, ar.d wixhout including the BCM TAT in the PIUAIP.

pipeline model. Additionally, each model uses its own TAT

constraints. This comparison is presented as a "worst case"

analysis.

Each simulation table provides the parameters used

in that simulation ard the results of the simulation, which

are the sumGiaries of the model performance for the 79 sample

items, Informaticn provided includes the numb=^r of simulated

issues made off-the-shelf, the number of EXREPs that had to

be processed tc satisfy the remaining demands, off-the-shelf

effectiveness, and the sura of the allowances for all items.

The 'Delta* column in Table XIX indicates the number of

additional off-the-shelf issues provided by the proposed

model over thosG provided by the P.IMAIH modal, and the addi-

tional numb-:r of uiits in allowance required to make these

issues.

The baseline results are biased' against the RIMAIR

model trcause it is hampered by the current conservative TAT

limits and ty the exclusion of TAT for items declared 3CM in

the pipeline. This is, however, the basic model that will

soon te applied to AVCAL's and other aviation outfitting. It

is surprising to note that it would have provided less than

half of the effectiveness goal of 0.90 protection. The

points made in Chapter II are repeated: the current TAT

limits are too restrictive, failure to use BCM TAT in the

pipeline is a serious deficiency, and the underlying

assumption cf unlimited repair capacity is not valid.

The proposc^d model also falls short of the desired

perfcrmarce of 0.90, but to a lesser degree. The ircdel is

very sensitive tc repair rates, and the inability to measure

repair times in hours may affect these results. Similarly,

the iT'Cdel assumes that demand and repair times are constant;

significant changes in the rates over the course of the

deployment are likely to diminish the model's performance.
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Purpose:

TABLE XIX

Siiulation: Baseline Comparison

To provide baseline figures on the RI!?AIR
model as it is presen~ed in Chapter II,
and en the proposed model as presented in
Chapter III.

Parameters:
Blying hour fac tor (F) = 1.00 .

lAT limits:
(days)
RIMAIR
Proposed

IP

1

6

SKD RPR RC1

3 8-
- - 12

RC2 AWP

20
35 60

Minimum TAT: days for both models.

Safety levels:

RIMAIR
Proposed

Oncapacitated Repair
pipeline One

5.90
0.90 max 0.97

process
Two

max C.90

Cperating lavel s : n ot included in allowances.

Results:

Total deman
Total issue

Total EXHEP

Cverall eff

Total allow

ds

ectiveness

ance (units)

RIMAIR
2884
1257

1627

4 376^0

"161

Model
Proposed

2884
1970

_924

eL 3^

~236

Delta

+ 713

75

further comparison of the RIMAIR model with 'he

proposed model en the basis presented above is net very

enlight rning. Tc achieve a more meaningful comparison, the

input data for the RIMAIR model is made comparable with the

proposed icdel, and the results are shown in Table XX . The

results of four separata simulations are presented in that

table. First are the baseline RIMAIR model results shewn in

Table XIX . Next are the results of adding the BCM TAT to

the pipeline before computing the RIMAIR allowances. The
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TABLE XX

Siaulation: RIMAIB Baseline Improvement

Purpose: To provide baseline figures on the RIMAIE
modal that will be comparable to those of
the proposed model.

Paramaters:
Plying hour factor (F) = 1.00 .

TAT liiits:

Original
Revised

Kmiirua T AT :

Safety levels:

IP

1

6

days.

0.90

SKD

3

RPP.

8

RC1

12

RC2

35

Operating levels: not included.

Results

De lands
I SSU9S

ZiXREP'S

Effectiveness

Allowance

Original
baseline

2384
1257

16 27

~43T6%

"lei"

RI.^AIR Modal
W/BCM TAT
included

2384
1459

'/^/revised
TAT cons.

2834
1482

1_425_

"5074^

'~T84~

140 2_

"Tii"

I
Delta frciE original 3II1AIR model;

- - +202Issues
Allowances 23

+ 225
+ 22

AWP

20
60

With

28 84
1673

1211_

"iaToi
"~206~

+ 416
+ 45

Conclusion: Including BCM r\T and using -he TAT
constraints developed in chapter III
iiDrove -he RIMAIR model results and
are used in further comparisons.

third gives the results of using the revised TAT limits. The

fourth gives the results of combining both of these enhance-

ments. Below the listings for the latter three simulations

are the differences between the results using the revised

inputs and the origiral RIMAIR baseline results.
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The effact cf changing zha TAT constraints and

including the BC a TAT in the pipeline is quite substar.tial.

The 33% iniprcvement in effectiveness is ihe benefit, achieved

by using as much information as possible about the under-

lying process in developing allowances. Both o these

changes should te implemented when the Rli^AIR fncael is

applied tc the AVCAL process. All further Simula tiers in

this chapter include these enhancements to the original

FIMAIB model.

The next table presents the effects of using a

minimum 1 day TAT with both the RIMAIR model anc? the

proposed model (Table XXI A) , and provides the resul-s of

including operating levels of one unit to 9ach allowance

generated by the models (Table XXI B) . Again, tor each of

these cases, the difference that the change makes in each

model is provided as the delta quantity.

Use cf a minimum one day TAT helps both model.^ and

will be used for both in the following simulations.

Inclusion cf the operating level, however, raises the effec-

tiveness of both ncdels past the G.90 goal, and the

additional units added to inventory exhibit "dimi; hed

returns" in terms of improved effectiveness. The operating

level will not be included in the allowances computed Lp the

following simulations.

The operating level result is very significant for

two reasons. It supports the contention that inclusion of

the operating level unit helps to mask the ability of the

underlying model to provide an appropriate allowance in

support cf the repair process. Using a good underlying

model, with safety levels adjusted to provide the desired

overall effectiveness, seems to be a more rational approach

than using a poor model and adding 1 unit to each allowance.
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TABLE XXI

Siiulatica: Minimum TAT and Oparating Level

A. Purpose: To show the eff=c- of secting a minimum
TAT of on? day.

Earameters

:

riyirg hour factor (F) = 1.00 ,

Miniiura T .AT as shown for both models.

Safety levels: U nca pacitatsd
p iDsline

EI M AIR 0.9
Frcposed 0.90 ma;. 0.97

Repair process
One Two

max 0.90

Operating level quantities are not included.

Besults

Demands
Issues

EXEEPs

Effect.

Allowances

RIM AIR Model
Minimum T AT Delta
days 1 day

I

2 38 a
1673

1211

iiTo^
~20 6

288 4
179 +117

1094

6271%

Proposed Model
:'ilnimum TAT Delta
days 1 day

2884
1970

j _914

S 68.3'

213 * 7 I
~236

2884
2169

_7 15

7572=*.

"256

+ 199

+ 20

Conclusion: Including a minimum of cne day TAT
helps both modsis considerably, wi*:h
relatively little
inventory.

xtra ii:vestment m

B.Eurpose: Tc shew the effect of addinq the OL
of one each to the allowances.'

Besults:

Demands
I ssues

EXHEPs

Effect.

Allowances

RIM AIR
No OL

2 88 4
1790

1094

6 27j%

~2l3

Model
W/OL

2384
2679 +889

20 5

9275%

~292 +79

Proposed Model
fit /-\ OL

2384
2169

715

~256

W/OL

2884
2784

_100

9575%
~335

+ 615

+ 79

Conclusion: Including the operating level helps
both models achieve better than 9u%
simulated effectiveness.
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It is appropriate to mention -hat many repairable

ixems carried in AVCAL have the operating level au-cir.ati-

cally added ro their allowance. This will definitely

increase overall effectiveness, but it is not likely to

provide cost effective results when applied to the inventory

as a whole. The berefit of adding the unit operating level

to allowances for high-demand i^ems is significant, but

there may be many lev-demand items for which the addinicn of

a unit operating level may no- improve effectiveness at all.

Furuh€r analysis shculd be done to determine both -he

benefits and the costs of automatically adding the operating

level, especially when it is applied to the medium- and

low-demand items in the inventory.

Exanples of specific items for which each model

performed best are presented in Tables XXII and XXIII . The

statistics reflect the inclusion of dCM TAT in the RI".AIR

model, use of the revised TAT limits, and the use of a one

day operating level. In the example provided in Table XXII,

the proposed mods! computes an allowance of 2.U0 for process

one, which includes almost two units for safety level. The

administrative, A»r, and resupply pipeline allowance

includes almost another unit of safety level. The extra unit

safety level obtained by computing the allowance in this

manner instead cf with the EIJiAIH model enabled an addi-

tional 18 demands to be filled off-the-shelf; this is a

28.6^ imprcvement over the results obtained by the enhanced

RIMAI5 model. This item has characteristics that are

exactly what the proposed model was designed for, as most

units go through a quick repair and then return to the

shelf. This example is but one of many items in which

setting the safety level for repair process one to 0.97

provided an extra unit or two in safety level, and the extra

unit made a significant difference in the ability to meet

the demand.
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TABLE XXII

Siaalation Allowance Comparison #1

CciTfariscn of simulation results for NUN* 00-140-1775

Item data: 94 actions avg. IP = 0.06 days

1 BCM .(w/AWP) avg, TAT= 8.00 days
93 repairs avg. TAT= 3.89 days

7 1 actions w/o AWP avg. RC1= 1.39 davs
23 actions w/AWP avg. RC2= 2.65 days

avg. A'^P= 8.87 days

RIKSTCP EI.1AIR Model Prooosed Model
L€v=l Quantity Quantity SL

Repair cvcle 2.032 2.075
Adminis-trative .032
Process cne .555 .970
Process two .342 .786
Awaiting Parts 1.146

j

*NIIN is the National I-em Iden-if icarion Number
that uniguely identifies each item carried in
ar.y portion ci the federal supply ca-alog.

OSI figure for RIMAIR model includes 5C.^ TAT.

Order and 0.1 9U 0. 146
j

shipp:.ng time

Petal pipeline 2.223 2.221
|

Safe'-y 1.728 2.779
|

ITotal 4 5

EXREPs (7) 31 (33.0%) 13 (13.8^) j

I

I

Cf the 79 items in the sample, in only one case did

the proposed model yield a lower allowance than the RIMAIR

model; this item is presented in Table XXIII . The proposed

model computed an allowance of 0.44 for process cne, and

for process two. Adding five for the remaining pipeline and

rounding yields the final allowance of 5. The RIMAIH model

adds the entire pipeline together, and this results in 6 as
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TABLE XXIII

Siaulation Allowance Cofflparison #2

Comparison of simulation rssulzs for NUN 00-933-8790

It€iD data: 23 actions avg. I? = 0.09 days

23 BCMs <0 w/AWP) avg. TAT= 2.04 days

23 actions w/o AWP avg. HC1= 1.96 days

RIKSTCE RIMAIH Model Prooosed ?^od€l
L€vsl Quantity Quantity SL

Repair cvcls 0.0 0.265
Admin is-^rative .012
Frccsss one .253 C.900
Process two 0.0
Awaiting Parts 0.0

Order and 3.623* 3.360
shipping timi?

Total pipeline 3.623 3.625

Safety 2.377 1.375

Total 6 5

EXEEPs (°?) 6 (26.1%) 9 (39.1^)

*OST figure for RIMAIR model includes 3C.^ TAT.

tha allowance quantity. This is the example for shcwirg the

possifcle deficiency in treating the repair processes as

separate from the administrative, AWP, and wholesale

pipelines. Lack of the extra unit of safety level caused 3

additional EXREPs when the proposed model was used, 17.6%

worse than the RIMAI5 model.

The differences caused by applying the proposed

model to each item in the entire inventory are shown in

Table XXIV . The effect on the entire sample is described

in terms of the number of additional units of allcwar.ce

computed by the propcsed model, the number of items in the
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categcry, the number of EXREPs avoided by having rh^ addi-

tional units, and the average number of EXHEPs avoided per

r
TiBLE XXIV

Siiulation Allowance Comparison Summary

Delt
(uni

a
I

# items

-1
3

+ 1

+ 2
-K3

1

41
32
3
2

# EX REP'S
I

avoided I

Averaae # EXREP's
avoided per unit

- 3

285
48
49

- 3

8.9
8.0
8.2

Total

NCIES

1)

2)

4 3 units 379 8. 8

3)

"C3l"^a" reDr€sen";s the oroposed model allowance
ninus the RIMAIR allowance.

"# items" represents the number of the 79 line
iteics in the sample that havs the d-slta quan-
tity as the difference between the prcposea and
aiMAIR allowances.

Ih= negative sign in the "EXREPs avoided" and
"Average EXRSPs" columns indicates that the
proposed model allowance allowed more EXREPs
than the RIMAIR model allowance did.

"1

unit of increase. These summary results indicate that mere

than half of the items were provided the same allowance by

the proposed model as by the EI^AIR model, and all tut 5 of

the 79 items had allowances within one unit. Considering the

fact that the 79 items analyzed in tha sample represent 16a

of the total demand experienced on th= RANGER cruise, by

increasing the allowances the few additional units recom-

mended by the proposed model seems a small "cost" for the

resulting perfornancs improvement.
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2« Simula-tir.q Proposed Model Safe^x Levels

The flexibility provided by the proposed model for

setting safety level combinations can also be a liabili-y.

It is not intuitive what settings will provide the besr

cverall support. The search for process one safety level

settings was aade simple by constraining the uncapacita ted

pipeline and overall repair process levels -o C.90 to

compare most closely with the RIMAIB models- Thera is addi-

tional research that can be done in this area, however, in

attempting to find the optimal parameter settings for a

given application.

Table XXV shews the results of successive simulation

runs in which the maximum safety level settinc for repair

process one was varied. Increasing process-one safety level

improves the performance of the model, despite the fact that

every increased process-one safety level i£ balanced with a

decrease in process-two safety level in order to ireet the

overall ccal of 0.99 .

The results provided in Table XXV provi-ile additional

support for the validity of the proposed nofiel. The overall

effectiveness of the inventory increases as th€ process-one

safety level increases. This supports the contention that

sufficient support for repair process one is €:ssential for

the success cf the system as a whole.

The proc=ss-cne traffic intensities (^^) for the 79

items in the sample are graphed in Figure 5.1 ., Only four

of the items have q, above O.U; the high was 0.533 for NIIH

00-804-5803, based on 96 process-one actions with an average

EC1 value of 2.11 days. The median p, value was only 0.176;

the minimum was 0.053 . Consequently, the allowances did

not increase much when the safety levels were increased in

Table XXV ; some would have increased substantially if the

traffic intensities had been in the neighborhood of 0.9 .
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TABLE XXV

SiHulation: Proposed Model Safety Level

Purpose: To show
levels f
model.

Parameters;
Flying hour fac

TAT ccnsxraints
(days)

minimum T AT : 1

Safs-'-.y levels:

the results of varying -che safety
cr process one in tne proposed

tcr (F)

: IP

6

day.

= 1.00 .

SKD HPR RC1

12

RC2

35

AWP

60

0.90 for the adain,
pipeline; 0.90 ove
repair processes.

AWP, rssuoply
rail for"th3

Results:

Denands
I ssues

EXBEPs

Effect.

Allow.

Maximum safety level for process one

23 8 U
188S

_995

~220

.95

G25

859

237

0.96

26 8 4
2106

_178

7: , 0%
"'49

Delta from next
Issues
Allcw.

Icwer c:%se:
+ 136
+ 17

^•8 1

I- 12

0.97

2884
2169

_715

7572!?

~256

+ 63
+ 7

0.98

2884
2257

_627

~272

+ 84
+ 16

"~1

3, Fcr^castina Increased Demand

The stated purpose for developing a capacitated

model was to to provide more realistic requirements fore-

casts fcr periods cf increased dsmand. The simulations

presented so far, however, have not shown this. The RANGER

data tas€ provides an excellent opportunity to test this.

Their deployment included a thirteen week period cf opera-

tions in the Indian Ocean during which the experienced

demand was 25% higher than fcr the deployment as a whcie.
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Figure 5- 1 Erocess One Traffic Intensities-

Figure 5.2 provides a graph cf -ha aggregate demand axperi-

encad by the 79 sainple it«ms during the deplcyinent and high-

lights th- Indian Ocaan period. Tha Indian Ocean pcrticn cf

the depicyinan- rapresen-ad approximately 65>& of tha demand

for the sntire daplcyment (1870 of 2884 demands). Because

this is such a substantial portion of tha deployment, use of

a forecast facxcr (F) of 1.25 may be appropriate when

computing allcwancss with rates based on tha entire

dsplcymant period.
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Figure 5.2 ieekly Demand for Sample Items.

In crder tc support this increased demand paricd,

which is prcbably a closer approximation -o mobilization

operations than the average deploymenr demand figures, the
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flying hour forecast factor was used. The results of various

setting of this factor, for bo-h -he RIMAI5 and the proposed

models, are provided in Table XXVI .

Increasing the flying hour forecast improves -^.he

effectiveness achieved by both models, bur the effect of

"diminishing returns" for increased effectiveness per unit

added to inventory can be seen in both models, but is mere

cxtreire in the frcpcsed model. It is possible that use of

the finite population approximations would improve the

results in the proposed model, but this cannot be tested.

The fact that the proposed model was able to achieve

0.857 effectiveness when using a forecast factor of 1.25

(which is the factor for the RANGER'S heavy demand period)

is very satisfactory considering the model was set for 0.90.

Even with the benefit of including the BCM TAT, and using

the relaxed 'lAT limits, the RIMAIR model could provide only

72-9i^ effectiveness at the same setting. The evidence

strongly favors the proposed model as being a bettar model

of the underlying repair process than is the RIMAIR model.
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TABLE IXVI

Siimilation: Forecastisg Increased Deaand

Purpose: To show the results of varyina the flyi:.g
hour factors for both acdels.

Parameters:
lAT liitirs:

(days)
Ecth mcdels

ffininiuir T AT : 1

Safety levels:

IP

6

day.

SKD RPR fiCi

12

RC2

35

AWP

6

0.90 for the RIMAIR model; 0.90
for the admin, AWP, and resuoply
pioeline; 0.90 overall for the
repair processes; and 0.97 for
repair process one in the cropcsed
model.

Results

Demands
X £ S U i S

EX FEES

Effect.

Allow.

1.10

288a
1951

933

6 7.6%

"23U

RIMAIR Model
Flying hour forecast factor (F)

1.25

2884
2103

781

7275%
~2 59

1 ,t^0

2884
2289

595

7 97u%

288

1.60

2884
2436

448

8 475^.

~318

2.00

2884
2635

249

91_.4'^

386

Deiands
I ssues

EXEEPs

Effect.

Allow.

1.10

2384
2300

584

7 978fo

~281

Proposed Model
Flying hour forecast factor (F)

1.25

2884
24 73

411

~3 29

1.40

2884
2579

305

8974^0

~374

1.60

2884
2702

132

9377<^

'438

2.00

2884
2792

92

9678^

~5S9

Delta tetween models at the same F factor:

Issues
Allcw.

+ 349
+ 47

+370
+ 70

+ 290
+ 86

+ 266
+ 130

+ 157
+ 203
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VI. SOMMABY, CONCLaSIONS, MD HECOHHEH DAT IONS

A. SDMMABy OF RESOLIS

The support prcfclems experienced by Navy activities

during pericds cf heavy demand for aviation repairables may

be partially due to the model being used fcr ccirputing

invantcry allowances. The current mod^l =nd the RIMAIR

model -hat is soon to be implemented shar= sciie serious

deficiencies. The deficiencies fall in two general catego-

ries: the method of using input data, and the model which

results from assuming an unlimited-capacity repair process.

Analysis cf the data from the 1933 deployment of the USS

RANGEE (CV-61) led tc development of an alternate 3iod = l that

corrects scire of these deficiencies.

** • 1^£JJI Data

Ecth the current and RIM AIR models o.s^ the aviation

3-M maintenance data base extensively for compating allow-

ances. This data base has a number of deficiencies that

hamper the effective cess of any model. The two .^^.jor problem

areas addressed in this thesis are tne lack of ',iirie discrim-

inaticn in the measurement cf repair tarnarcur.a time and the

upper limits (constraints) that are applied to turnaround

time observations before using them for allowance ccmpu-^a-

tion.

The lack of TAT discrimination is inherent in the

current lechanized data collection system in that the time

that actions occur is recorded only with the resolution of 1

day. The result is that 3 5% of the maintenance actions in

the sample were recorded as taking zero days to complete.

This obviously understates tha actual time needed for
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processing, rasulting in understated a.llowanc^s. The cs pa-

fcility rxis-s tc ccirsct this: man-bours and flichr-hours

are bcth doc-omentsd because t\\-2 need -o provide tha-. level

of time discrimindxion was rsccgnized.

Bepair-processing-hours could lii«:ewis€! be provided. Use of a

cne-day linimum TAT is a simple way to compensate fcr the

problem; this proved to have a pcsi-i.ve effecr during simu-

lation. The effectiveness of the RI.'^.AIR model was improved

71b when the cne-day linimum TAT was used; the proposed ir.odel

showed a 10 a improvement.

,

The current icdel and -^.he RliMAIR model bcth use TAT

limits tha- are cverly conservative ar.d which cause fcrecas":

repair -imes (and the associated repair pipeline quantities)

to be significantly less than thoie that were actually expe-

rienced. The current limits are so s-^vere that they inhibit

the ability of tha inventory node', to provide adequate

support. The RIJiAIR model perf or r.c.nce improved more than M%
in the simulation whsn relaxed Units were applied.

2 • Repair P roc ess A ssu jr.£ti enj

The current ffcdel and the RIIIAIR mod=l both use the

Pcisscn distribution to compute allowance quantities, using

the repair pipeline quantity or tue total pipeline quantity,

respectively, as the distributio;: parameter. The reason tnT. ^ /[/',

using the Poisson distribution in this fashion is net docu- -y-^rf/K

mented in ar.y available paper, study, or other source. The

assumption that the repair process is an M/M/oo queueing

process leads tc exactly the same distribution fcr the

number zt units in the queue, however, and it is therefore

assumed that the M/M/oo queueing model is the underlying

model en which the current and RIMAIR models are based. This

model is not appropriate for use with the existing Navy IMA

repair facilities because the assumption of unlimited repair

capacity is not valid. The limited capacity cf the VAST
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syst^s is w'eII documented; capacity constraints en c-h-^r

systsiDs sxisT as well.

Tie current ard P.IMAIH mollis also assume th=.- '.z i^'=

tli-.- are :-:-cl=.red 3CI1 -.-.c r3-a7.-.--i tD the whclesil-T i/s'r:?.

epsr.i n-: icrr5ciabl€ -ijie ir. -A-i repair sysiei?.. This

assumptic-. ic- •:als€ ;
-12 3 82 a-.i-s in the sample Tha* were

d«~clared EC* spent an average of 9.3 days in -^.he repair

cycl = ; zhz- 57 5 4 EC?? units m -he entire EANGrlR d = -a base

spent an av^^rage of 7.57 days in -he repair cyci = . The

exclusion cf X'AT for units declared 3CM in the allowance

computation procedure systematically discriminates against

activities thar, attempt to f'llfill -heir xissicn tc repair

as many units as possible.

3. A Different 1^0 del

Analysis of the sample data provided many ir.sighrs

into the repair process. Among the impor-ant results w-re

proof that sot, e of the time elements currently used

comouTe lAI ver=

1

- V - J.net sta tie-ically independent and -r.a

repair actions were net homogeneous. These two results and

the fact that, capaci-y constraints do exisn in the repair

process led to asvelopment of an alternate allowance ccmpu-

ta-icn iici~l. The picposed. model hypothesized two separata

repair prccisses distin gui sned by the existence or abser.ce

cf awaiting parts time and nol^lled oy the !1/^/1 queueing

mcd^l. Simulation resul-s indioated that the proposed Todel

provided be-t5r profic-ion than -"-.- ?.i:iAIR mcdel for -he 79

hi j:~ c €!ra :: d inverter} it-ms s-iii.-". .
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E- CCMCIOSICNS

1. The HI^AIR Mcdel

The RIHAIR niodel is a be-ter model than the model

currently ir. \ise in that it provides some measure cf protec-

tion for attrition items. It is deficient in the exclusion

cf BCK TAT in ths pipeline. The manner in which the Fcisson

diistribut ion is used to compute allowances =l30 causes

allowances to be understated because of the implicit assump-

tion that there are al^/ays adequately many servers

available, regardless of forecast increases in demand. last,

the current method for truncating recorded turnaround times

seriously reduces the estimated average TAT values which are

model inputs.

The HIMAI!l model was used in the simulation without

th 3 ore unit operating level so that the ability cf the

unierlying model, which uses the Poisson distribution to

provide protection to the pipeline quantity, could be =xam-

inad. The result was that the RIMAIH model only provided

allowances sufficient to fill 43.6% of the 2834 demands in

the sample from off-the-shelf RFI material. This poor

performance is masked when the one unit operating level is

applied. The addition of the one unit operating level to

the allowances for the high-demand items was shown to

provide effectiveness above 90;b for both models. The auto-

matic addition of a unit operating level to allowances for

medium- and slow-moving items may not be warranted, however.

^- Ihl Proposed Mod el

The proposed model attempts to correct tha trajor

problems with th= RIi'lAIR model by including BCM TAT in the

repair cycle time and by explicitly considering limits on

the available repair capacity. While the malfunction code is

probably the best discriminator to indicate the complexity
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of th€ repair an it^in undergoes, the existsnc*; or =b = = r.c? of

AWP t±m~ was found tc be an accaptable substitut'^. Two s-^pa-

raxs repair processes ware defined by the existence or

absence cf AWP time. Allowances computed by the frcpcsed

model wers generally equal to or greater than the allowances

generated by the ftlMAIR model. This is the expected result

cf assuming limited repair capacity.

Allcwances generated by the proposed model provided

tetter p«rfcrmance in simulations for forecast demand rates

up to 25% higher than the observed demand rate. Degraded

performance was obtained when demand increases of UO?? or

higher were forecast because the demand rates of sone items

apprcached or exceeded the capacity of the repair process.

This result revealed the necessity for using finite popula-

tion formulae for calculating queue size when the traffic

intensity approaches or exceeds unity. Lack of population

size for the sample items significantly hampered thi«

research effcrt; further studies should include it in the

data base.

C. RZCOflMESDATIONS

'' • 5§ll ^^§.1 Pro blems

Considerable work is currently being done on the

aviaticn 3-M data collection system to improve the accuracy

and completeness of the data base. Additional work is

required to ensure data necessary for proper supply support

is collected. The current system records dates appropriate

to managing a unit* s physical location in the maintenance

system, but this is not necessarily the information required

for measuring support factors. Data for off-the-shelf time,

repair capacity, repair rate, and expected waiting tiie are

all needed if improvements are to be made in ••he suppcrt

systeiE. Additionally, it is important to record the changes
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that cccur in th«se factors as demand incr^as^^s in crfsr tc

foracas- mcbilizaticn rsquiraments

.

Ther-rfors, "hres

imprcvsiDciits in tha data base are racommendsd bas^d on the

lessons learned in researching this thesis. Firsts the data

tase us€d for allowance computation must be expanded to

include time off-the-shelf for RFI repairable componsnt£ and

not just the maintenance time associated with NRFI units.

Second, th3 data base must be able to discriminate repair

process times in hours instead of days. Third, the data

collection system must record information about repair

capacities, repair rates, and waiting times.

The existing turnaround limits must be chang^id if

adequate support for the operating forces is to be achi?2ved.

There are many ways to detect atypical cbservatior.s m a

data tase; the invertory models m use for consumable items

have demand filters tc test the data observations. Each

demand observation can be accepted or rejected as an cu"lier

if the demand observation is significantly different from

the item's recent history. There is no reason why a sinilar

filter fcr retail repairable items, which are more directly

associated with readiness, could not be developed.

The idea that TAT limits should serve as aanagsraant

goals is not acceptable if fcr no other reason than that the

current TAT limits are routinely exceeded specifically

because of operating policy provided by higher authority.

Operators are frequently required to provide cff-stalion

suppcrt, thereby exceeding the one day in-process time

limit. Operators are required to attempt time-ccnsuming

fault isolation and repair for extremely difficult lalfunc-

tions in crder to minimize the number of units returned to

wholesale repair depots, and they are also frequently

required tc hold AWP material thirty lays, sixty days, or

longer in attempts to obtain piece-parts that may net be

available. The operators* reward for performing these
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tasks, and doing them well in many cases, is to find thai

somecr.e at aso disregarded much of the data reflecting what

really occurred in order to coaply wi-h the mandated liiii-s.

2, Ncn-hoffloqenecus Repair Processes

The data base showed "hat. xhere '#ere significant

differences in the times necessary to perf<3rm various types

cf repairs, particularly with respect "o the type of

ialfuncticn that occurred. It may be possible to signifi-

cantly improve en the results ob-amed i;: -his thesis if

mal function codes can be subclassifiad i.nto groups that

would facilitate the idenxif ica- ion of the theorized

type-one and type-twc repair processes. AiLt ernat ely, each

inventory item might have only 'jwo or tiree malfunction

codes norirally applied to it, Iden-if ication of these might

also provide ^he capability to idsn-ify the two repair

processes. In either case, clas-'iiification by malfunction

appears to provide a more acceptable m'jdel for use in

allowance computatior and in logistics support analysis.

Ihe absence or existence of Aliir is recognized to be

a function cf both the malfunction and of the piece-part

support that exists at an activity at a given time.

Consequently, the percentage of itens likely to go A>iP will

probably vary considerably for tne same item from one

activity to another. The percentage ^f malfunctions cf any

cne type generated ty similar flight operations should not

vary as much. Additionally, the identification cf problem

malfunctions and the impact they have on inventory support

and readiness could aid level of repair analysis and help to

identify ether maintainability problems.
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3 - Further St u i v

Further study of the Navy's intermediate main-enance

system and the supply support it requires is both strcr.gly

recomniended and vitally needed. Intirmediate maintenance

does not r=ceiv$ auch visibility primarily because indi-

vidual activities are small compared zo the depot rework

sites. In aggregate", however, they are larger than the

depots acd are B'oie clossly related to day-to-day aviation

readiness. Study of the maintenance sys-sm, the inver.r,cry

models, the aanagsaent interface, and the applications and

implications of mod^-rn i:iforraation technology are all open

areas. This thesis attempted to examine a small portion of

the system, and in doing so raised many more questions than

it could answer, Tr.e models examined and proposed are all

very simple. They can be Improved in a number of ways. It is

hoped that they will be.
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APPENDIX A

OSS RANGER SAHPLE DATA

The following tables provide mors complete inf crraation

about the sample data used in the thesis.

TABLE Title

XXVII Sample Item List

XXVIII Special Material Identification Code

XXIX When Discovered Code

XXX Type Maintenance Code

XXXI Action Taken Code

XXXII Malfunction Code

XXXIII In-Erocess Days

XXXIV Scheduling Days

XXXV Repair Cays

XXXVT Awaiting Par-s Days

XXXVII Turnaround Time

XXXVIII Repair Process One Cycle Time

XXXIX Repair Process Two Cycle Time

XL Crosstatulation of BCM and AWP Actions
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TABLE IX?II

Sample Item List

cog NUN # of actions

2B CO C01 66 3 6 26
2B 0( ooa 1259 30
2R CO 067 763 3 64
2E 00 068 1555 28
1R D CO G83 352 1 38
2R CO 084 3737 24
2B 00 101 6830 21
25 00 103 050 3 20
2R CO 109 9394 23
8R 0( 110 093 8 24
8R 00 110 626 2 24
8R 00 121 6932 24
8R 00 121 6946 23
BE oc 121 7299 70
8R 00 122 811 2 43
dR 00 123 678 1 36
8R 00 123 8886 43
8R 00 123 936 9 84
8R 00 123 9376 27
2R 00 127 0189 22
2R 00 133 9237 25
2R 00 137 6459 43
2R CO 140 0701 31
2R 00 mo 177 5 97
eR 00 1U2 5512 47
8R 00 148 8475 44
2R 00 149 131 9 26
2R 00 164 599 1 21
2R 00 168 6105 21
2R 00 168 8388 22
8R 00 168 876 9 38
2R 00 179 8186 38
2R 00 182 3006 24
2R 00 186 2954 24
2R 00 257 2273 29
2R 00 332 4137 24
2R 00 400 1202 23
2R 00 413 29 9 26
2R 00 431 6234 22
2R 00 567 454 3 22
2R 00 567 454 9 22
2H 00 612 2637 22
2R 00 630 232 8 20
2R 00 7 17 610 1 24
2R 00 729 1371 23
2R 00 738 5993 28
2R 00 782 5308 38
2R 00 804 5603 102
2R 00 610 0136 34
2R 00 810 0140 23
2R 00 900 8081 37
2E 00 9 30 2659 20
2B 00 933 3790 23
2R 00 935 0137 41
8R CI 004 1603 43
2R 01 004 1614 20
2R CI 004 754 6 24
2R C1 009 2534 20
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cog NIIN # of actions

8R CI 009 8855 21
2R CI C11 0736 67
2R CI oil 085 5 26
2R CI 011 3797 31
2R 01 oil 848 20
eR 01 013 8638 28
2R 01 014 1878 U8
8R 01 C17 5299 96
2R 01 021 350 3 34
2R CI 025 831 1 67
2R 01 027 8706 1 12
8R CI C29 4982 64
1R D CI 034 048 3 67
2R CI 034 9500 25
2H 01 040 2203 46
2R CI 052 0470 35
BR 01 066 326 5 35
2R CI 072 7885 51
8R 01 073 447 5 44
8R 01 C79 4218 67
2R 01 090 5830 20
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TABLE ZXVIII

Special Haterial Identification Code

CATEGORY lAEEL

SPC rEOJ:AMIS
S-3A
AWG-9
PROJECT
E-2C

<F-14A>
SHCEHORN

COMMON
A-

6

EA-6E
COMMCH

ELECTRONICS

<EXCA?>
ELECTRONICS

EROJ-GEE

<IAMPS>

SPC
A-

7

SH-2F,G
ARC- 159
F-4
F-14fi
APN-153
A-6E
SPECIAL
ASN-92
A-7E
SPC EROJ-TACAN
APN-194
ALQ- 126

SOtEORT
<CAINS>

RELATIVE CUW
ABSOLUTE FREQ EBEQ

:ODE EREQ (PCT) (PCI)

AZ 107 3.7 3.7
cs 247 9.6 12.3
CY 653 22.6 34.9
DZ 76 2.6 37.6
EE 51 1.8 39.3
EX 36 1.2 4C.6
PA 156 5.4 46.0
FE 175 6.1 52.0
PX 37 1.3 53.3
FZ 242 8.4 61 .7
6A 24 0.8 62.6
HZ 138 4.8 67.3
JZ 32 1.1 68.4
MP 23 0.8 69.2
PF 143 5.0 74.2
PZ 48 1.7 75.9
RA 11 1 3,8 79.7
SX 36 1 ,2 81.0
sz 331 11.5 92.4
TA 66 2.3 94.7
TZ 61 2.1 96.8
ffZ 24 0.8 97.7
ZZ 67 2.3 100.0

TOTAL 2884 100.0 100.0
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TABLE XTCIX

ihen DiscoTe::ed Code

CATEGORY LAEEL

EEF FIIGHT-SC-ABORT
EEF FIIGHl-AC-NO ABOET
INFLIGHT-ABCET
INFLIGHT-NO ABORT
AFT FI.EETW FL-AC
PILOT-NFO WEEKLY INS
ACC-TFAKS INS
EETW FL-GECOND CREW
DAILY INS
PRE FI.PST FL,TA INS
SPECIAL INS
CALENEAR INS
FUNC CHECKFIIGHT
CONDITIONAL INS
QUALITY ASSOSE INS
SCHEEULEC CALI3
EELATEE MAINT ACT
IN-SHCP RFR OR MAINT
BCPT,«I1HC Fa SUPPLY
ADMIN

RELATIVE CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ

CODS FREQ (PCT) (FCT)

A 7 0,2 C.2
B 108 3.7 4.0
c 40 1.4 5.4
D 1187 41,2 46.5
E 8 0.3 46.3
F 2 0.1 46.9
G 1 0.0 46.9
H 89 1 30.9 77.8
J 8 0.3 78.1
K 5 0.2 78.3
L 95 3.3 81 ,6
n 1 0.0 31.6
P 18 0.5 82,2

59 2.0 84.3
g U 0.1 84.4
T 1 0.0 84.4
V 2 0.1 84.5
w 181 6.3 9 0.8
Y 135 4.7 95.5

131 4.5 100.0

TOTAL 2334 100.0 100.0

TABLE XXX

Type Maintenance Code

CATEGORY LABEL CODE

UNSCHED MAINT B
DAILY, ?ST FL INS D
ACC-TRAJJS INS E
PHASED INS G
LOCAL MANUFACTURE L
CYCLE, EVENT SPEC INS N
CALEKCAB, MAJOR INS P
CONDITIONAL INS S

RELATIVE CUM
BSOLUTE FREQ FREQ
FREQ (PLT) (PCT)

2737 94.9 94.9
130 4.5 99.4

1 0.0 99.4
3 0.1 99.5
3 0.1 99.7
7 0.2 99.9
1 0.0 99.9
2 0.1 100.0

TOTAL 2884 100.0 100.0
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TABLE XXXI

Action Ta)ten Code

CATEGCaU LABEL CODE

NO FJR BCD A
REPAIR C
WORK STC? D
coRRcsicN ireat;ient z
LOOK INS.CLCSEOUT
3CM-RFR KOI AUTH 1

BCM-iaCK EcniP 2
BCM-IACK PARTS 4
aCM-FAILS CHK,TEST 5
ECM-EiYCND AUTH CAP 7
BCM-aDMI!^ 8

RELATIVE CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ

FREQ (PCT) (ECT)

50 3 17.4 17.4
1980 68.7 86.1

11 0.4 86.5
7 U.2 86.7
1 0.0 86.8

134 4.6 91.4
2 0.1 91 .5

87 3.0 94.5
47 1.6 96.1
106 3.7 99.8

6 0.2 10C.0

TOTAL 2884 100.0 100.0
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CODE

TABLE XIXII

Malfuncticn Code

ADJ CUM ADJ CUM
FREQ FCT PC T CODE FREQ PCT PCT

000 1 306 5 66
001 1 308 1 66
003 1 374 118 4 70
007 8 381 39 1 72
008 1 383 21 1 72
020 8 1 394 1 72
028 1 1 425 1 72
C29 1 1 429 10 73
037 1 1 1 437 2 73
070 105 4 5 450 14 73
076 1 5 479 1 73
080 U 5 520 1 73
086 1 5 576 1 73
OSO 1 5 601 1 73
093 9 5 615 21 1 74
101 1 5 622 33 1 75
105 8 6 649 1 75
109 1 6 679 1 75
121 2 6 692 4 75
124 2 6 704 4 76
127 555 19 25 705 29 1 77
135 5 25 7 07 34 1 78
150 1 25 725 1 78
160 1 14 4 29 727 1 78
161 123 4 33 730 14 78
164 1 34 766 1 78
167 5 34 730 4 79
169 225 8 42 782 2 79
170 24 1 42 786 6 79
185 3 42 787 14 79
190 1 42 799 372 13 92
215 3 43 804 126 4 97
227 1 43 805 4 97
232 1 43 806 8 97
242 127 4 47 811 11 97
255 149 5 52 316 1 97
257 3 52 878 1 97
281 2 52 900 11 98
282 28 1 53 935 1 98
283 53 957 9 93
290 351 12 66 953 28 1 99
293 66 962 16 1 100
294 66 970 1 100
299 66 988 8 100
301 66
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TABLE XXXIII

In-Prccess Days

# of
days

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

FBEQ

2427
332
32
13
6

11
10
13
5
4
2
5
2

ftDJ CUM
FC T PC T

84
12

1

84
96
97
97
97
98
98
99
99
99
99
99
99

# of
days

13
15
18
20
22
27
38
47
49
70

1 00
101

FBEQ

3
1

3
3

4
2

ADJ
FCT

CUM
FCT

99
99
99
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

A. Statis-tics: Urconstrainad

MEAN
STD CZV
KUHTCSIS
MINICUa

0.646
5.200

296.265
days

MEDIAN 0,094
VAHIANCE 27.038
SKEWN2SS 16.385
MAXIMUM 10 1 days

E. Statistics: Current Constraint 1 day

MEAN
STD LEV
KURTCSIS
MINIKUM

0,158
0.365
1.504
days

MEDIAN
VAHIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

0. 094
0. 133
1.872
1 day

C. Statistics: Proposed Constraint 6 days

MEAN
STD EEV
KURTCSIS
MINIMUM

0.309
1.0 10

21 .578
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

1

4,
6

094
020
548
day:
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TABLE XXXIV

Scheduling Days

# of AD J CUM # of
days FBEC ECT ECT days

2202 76 76 14
1 502 17 94 15
2 65 2 96 16
3 2a 1 97 17
4 18 1 97 18
5 10 98 19
6 16 1 98 20
7 6 99 23
8 4 99 26
9 4 99 27

10 5 99 30
11 1 99 31
12 3 99 32
13 3 99

ADJ CU.^
EQ PCT PCT

3 99
3 99
1 100
2 10
2 10
1 10 3
1 100
1 100
2 100
1 100
2 100
1 100
1 100

A. Statistics: Unconstrained

MEAN
STD CEV
KURTCSIS
MINIKDM

0.557
2.167

92.198
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNES3
MAXIMUM

0. 155
4.694
8.597

32 day.

E. Statistics: Current constraint 3 days

MEAN
STD EEV
KUEIOSIS
MINIKUM

0.339
0.713
5.584
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

0. 155
0. 509
2.417

3 2 days
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# of ADJ CUM
days FEEQ ECT FCT

1791 62 62
1 660 23 85
2 164 6 91
3 60 2 93
4 37 1 94
5 28 1 95
6 21 1 96
7 13 96
8 12 97
9 10 97
10 6 97
11 9 97
12 2 98
13 4 98
14 4 98
15 5 98
16 4 98
17 4 93
18 7 99
19 3 99
20 5 99
21 3 99

TABLE XXX?

Repair Dajs

# cf
days

~>'>
lU i.

23
24
25
26
27
29
3C
31
32
36
39
41
42
43
46
48
53
56
60
66
72

ADJ CUM
Q PCT PCT

2 99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

2 100
100
100
100

A. Statistics: Unconstrained

MEAN
STD CEV
KUSTCSIS
MINIMUM

1 .339
4.670

78.221
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMO >1

0. 305
21.811
7.790

7 2 days

E. Statistics: Current constraint 8 days

MEAN
STD EEV
KURTCSIS
MINIMUM

0.886
1 .798
7.915

days

MEDIAN
7 ASIAN CE
SKSWNESS
MAXIMUM

0.305
3. 234
2. 867
8 days
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TABLE XXXVI

awaiting Parts Days

# of AD J CUM
days FBEQ ECT JCT

2485 . ^ _ _

1 82 21 21
2 25 6 27
3 13 -> 30
4 15 4 34
5 12 3 37
6 15 4 41
7 19 5 45
8 17 4 50
9 16 4 54

10 15 4 57
11 11 3 60
12 11

3 63
13 10 3 65
14 7 2 67
15 9 2 69
16 9 2 72
17 6 2 73
18 6 2 75
19 4 1 76
20 4 1 77
21 6 2 78
22 6 2 80
23 4 1 81
24 3 1 32
25 3 1 82
26 3 1 33
27 3 1 84
23 6

>
i. 85

29 4 1 36
30 2 1 37

# of
days

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
60
61
62
67
69
70
95
98

FREQ

2
2
3
2
7
3
2
3
2
1

2
2
1

2
1

2
1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ADJ CUM
PCT PCT

87
88
89
39
91
92
92
93

c

94
94
95
95
95
96
96
96
97
97
97
98
98
98
98
99
99
99
99
100
100
100

actions with AWF,Ucte: Percentages ar=.: percentages fc

Total actions 2884
Total actions with AlsF 399

a. Statistics: Uncon ;= trained - actions with AWP

MEAN
STD CSV
KURTOSIS
MINIKUM

13.714
15.318
5.07 9
1 day

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

8.594
234.656

1. 977
98 days

E. Statistics: Ccnstiiaint 2 days - actions w/AWP

MEAN
STD CEV
KURTOSIS
MINIKUM

9.850
7.386
1 .499
1 day

M EDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

8.594
54.555
0. 221

2 days

C. Statistics: Constraint 6 days - actions w/AWP

MEAN
STD CEV
KURTOSIS
aiNIKUM

13.459
14.268
1.701
1 day

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

8.594
203.570

1. 493
60 days
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TABLE XXXVII

Turnaround Time

# of
days

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
lU
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
25
36
37
38

FEEQ

1016
884
297
S9
57
52
43
35
29
34
27
21
12
13
18
14
13
13
14
16
7
8

12
D
4
8
7
7
9
7
5
2
8
5
1

4
1

1

2

ADJ
ICT

35
31
10
3
2
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COM
FCT

35
66
76
80
92
83
85
86
87
88
89
90
90
91
91
92
92
93
93
94
94
94
95
95
95
95
96
96
96
96
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97

# of
days

40
ai
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
53
59
61
62
63
64
66
67
68
70
73
75
76
78
82
88
89
94

100
101
105

A. S-:atistics: Unconstrained

FREQ

6
3
3
1

3
1

1

3
1

3
2
1

3
2
3
3
1

2

ADJ CUM
PCT PCT

MEAN
STD DEV
KURTCSIS
MINIMUM

4.439
11.225
27.767

days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

3
4
1

98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
99
99
99
99
99
99
QQ
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0.982
126.011

4.755
105 days

a Statistics: Current constraints (TAT=IP-fSKD+R?R + AWP)

MEAN
STD CEV
KURTCSIS
MINIMUM

C. Statistics:
TAT = IP

MEAN
STD CEV
KURTCSIS
MINIMUM

2.743
5.363
9.286

days

Proposed
RC1 cr
3.804
9.059

24.069
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

con straints
TAT = IP *

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

0. 959
28.757
3.058

32 days

RC2 + AHP
0. 982

82.068
4. 492

88 days
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TABLE XXXVIII

Eepair Process One Cycle Time

# of
days

18
19
21
22
2U
25
26
27
29
30
32
33
51
56
61
62
66

Total actions without AWP 2485

# of AD J CUM
days FE5Q rcT FCT

1246 50 50
1 756 30 81
2 219 9 89
3 66 3 92
4 36 1 94
5 36 1 95
6 19 1 96
7 17 1 96
8 9 97
9 12 1 97

10 8 98
11 6 98
12 2 98
13 2 98
14 4 98
15 8 98
16 3 99
17 6 99

FREQ
ADJ CUM

Q PCT PCT

4 qp
5 99
1 99
1 99
1 99
2 99
3 100
1 100
1 100
2 100
2 100
1 100
1 100
2 100
1 100
1 100
1 100

A. Statistics: Unconstrained

HEAN
STD DEV
KUR1CSIS
MINIMUM

1.440
4.210

95.114
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

0.497
17.727
8.377

66 days

E. Statistics: Proposed constraint 12 days

MEAN
STD CEV
KURTCSIS
MINIMUM

1

1.181
2.265
1.784
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

0.
5.
3.

12

497
131
333
days
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TABLE XXXIX

Bepair Process Two Cycle Tize

« of AD J CUM
days FEZQ FCT ECT

112 28 28
1 9t* 24 52
2 54 14 65
3 29 7 72
a 17 4 77
5 12 3 80
6 10 3 82
7 7 2 84
8 9 2 86
9 1 87
10 3 1 88
11 4 1 89
12 3 1 89
13 2 1 90
14 1 90
15 1 90
16 1 91
17 3 1 91
18 4 1 92
19 1 93
20 3 1 93

# of
days

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
36
40
41
43
46
48
68
73

FREQ
ADJ
PCT

3
3
1

2

1

1

1

1

CUM
?CT

94
95
95
96
96
96
96
QQ
99
99
99
99
99
99

100
100
100
100
100
100

A. Statistics: Ur.c on strained

MEAN
STD CZV
KURTCSIS
MINIMUM

1

4.734
3.786

28.509
days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNSSS
MAXIMUM

1.431
14.337
9.992

73 days

E. Statistics, actiors W/AWP: Proposed Cons'raint 35 da ys

MEAN
STD CEV
KURTCSIS
MINIKOM

4.446
7.714
6.103

days

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
SKEWNESS
MAXIMUM

1.431
59.509
2.565

35 days
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TABLE XL

Crosstabulation of 8CM and AWP Actions

RCW PCT
CCL FCT
lOT PCT

ROW
TOTAL

Successful
Hepair

2502
86.8

Unit
Dsclarsd

ECM

382
13.2

COLUMN
ICTAL

2884
100.0
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